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"All the Arts should have but one s ingle pur-
pose and should contribute as much as it is in t heir own 
particular power to do so to the highest of all the Arts -
the Art of Living."(l) 
The construction of our own peculiar pattern of 
life is an ever-present and a fascinating problem. All 
people, and young people particularly, have at some time a 
revelation of "life as it coul d be lived", a higher, freer, 
soul- satisfying existence, each his own interpretation of 
the Art of Living. This ideal is, in a measure, capable of 
attainment for man t~~ough the mind. We may choose intel-
ligently the values and pursuits that will make our lives 
rich and satisfying rather than accept l imiting hereditary 
or environmental conditions . 
An awareness of the fine things life has to offer 
is a primary requisite. 1Ne may then explore and adapt to 
our lives that which deeply satisfies or lifts above the 
material level. To select that which is innately true to 
one's own self pre-supposes a habit of self ~nalysis. 
Courage and intelligence .are necessary to ~onsider honest-
ly our underlying desires, capabilities and needs, and to 
distinguish the truth from the affectations fearlessly. A 
long view of life is also a necessity. 
This common need meets with varying degrees of 
'! ( 1) Hendrik Will em Van Loon, 11The Arts", p . VIII 
----~~--
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1 fulfillment. It may be a transient day dream dismissed 
shmaefacedly. The idea may be falteringly formulated into 
words only to be killed by ridicule, indifference, or lack 
of underst anding . The cold f acts of reality have relegated 
many an ideal to the background of t he mind. Sympathetic 
and discrimi nating assistance from outside may g ive protec-
tion and encouragement. Or the individual may so deeply 
need a clear, honest, personal evaluation of life's gifts 
and possibilities that he will, unhampered and oblivious of 
obstacles and deviations, work unerringly toward an under-
standing and a realization of values. From this he may in-
telligently construct his own life on a higher level. This 
would be an eminently more hones.t and sati.sfying fulfill-
ment than any submission to unsatisfactory conditions, 
which so often results in unhappy, frustrated lives . 
The difficulties of trying to make a successfu l 
and satisfying adjustment to modern complex American life 
is harder for the young woman of today than it is for the 
young man. He steps from adolescence into a world famil-
iar with his needs and adapted through the centuries to sat-
i sfying his needs and ambitions as a matter of course. 
But the young woman enters a world still unreconc1led to 
her presence outside of home life. Although the bars have 
been battered down by preceding generations, the forces are 
still strong trying to force her back into accepted chan-
nels of life by making her progress slow and hard, some-
II 
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times seemingly hopeless. 
It is hard for her to make an adjustment which 
will comb i ne a natural home llfe as wife and mother with a 
desire to contribute concretely by an expression of her 
talents. She is sure that a sane adjustment could be made, 
although demands on her would be different; so also her 
contribution would be different. The difficulty is in mak-
ing it in a world already rig idly constructed to accomodate 
man, by t he i mpe tus of an earlier start and by centuries 
of adaptation. 
First there is the urgent problem of economic 
security. Many businesses and professions for which her 
special talents may f it her do not welcome young women to 
their ranks. Many families are unwilling to sacrifice for 
the education of a daughter as they would for a son, be-
cause they feel that she may never use her training, or 
that t he time that she uses it will be limited by marriage . 
Therefore a position demanding less of an expenditure will 
serve as well. If the girl is ambitious she mus t obtain an 
education in her leisure hours at her own expense after 
she becomes self-supporting . 
Her consideration of types of employment uncovers 
a vital question of basic philosophy. She must decide 
whether she wants things selfishly or whether a life of 
some sort of service with less material reward would be 
'I 
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more satisfying. Closely tied up with t his is the question 
of location. If she is a thinking person and takes a long 
view of her life she r eal izes the necessity of choosing her 
environment carefull y and intel ligently, to best satisfy 
her nature. Difficult as it seems at times, mos t occupa-
tions can be adjusted to varying geogr aphical locations, if 
the people involved have imagination, resourcefulness , and 
a strong desire to make the tvro things coincide . 
Her social contacts demand another decision of 
far- reaching importance. Shall she choose her friends re-
gardless of nationality, race , creed or social standing ? 
Should she actively try to mold her life by practising her 
ideals or s houl d she compromise to conform to existing con-
ditions? 
Religion is another particularly per sonal prob-
lem which may requir e courage to practice any philosophy 
formed by a soul- searching consideration of personal beliefs. 
Pr obably the hardest adjustment which she must 
make is that of combining her · work with love and marriage. 
Many professions have rules barring married women, and, in 
any case, a happy adjustment requires courage and initia-
tive . 
Happy family rel ationsh ips ar e a major aim of many 
women's lives . On the mother rests the res ponsibility of 
a comfortable, orderly home , affection, respect , and trust 
-5-
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the members, a relaxing and pleasant atmosphere, good 
food, a feeling of security for the children, hospitality, 
and a wise expenditure of funds. 
The training and education of her children, to a 
conscientious woman, is a challenge which entails a full 
utilization of all her talents and powers. 
To the young girl graduating from High School or 
college, faced by these often only half-realized problems, 
II but g roping blindly for a g ood life, the need for sympathet-
ic understanding and wise counselling is very real. 
I 
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People consciously or unconsciously, in their 
reading , seek for enlightenment and help from others in 
this search for a clear perspective of values. They feel 
that often people will write unflinchi~gly to an unknown 
audience or under the cloak of characters when they would 
shrink from speaking under the gaze of even sympathetic 
eyes. They know that l i berated minds wish to share and con-
tribute their discoveries and use the medium of books. 
They realize that minds far greater than theirs back through 
history have been searching f or these same ultimate values, 
and that books that have lived have survived on the test of 
contributing to the small fund of permanent truth. 
In current popular literature there has been a 
trend toward writing books in which this essence has been 
stripped of the customary covering of character and plot . 
I 
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This seems to be in response to a demand for more spiritual 
and permanent values in revolt from the orgy of naked real-
ism wh ich was the a f termath of the World Vlar. "Education 
and t he Good Life" by Bertrand Rus sell, "The Art of Living " 
by Abbe Dimnet, "The Arts" by Van Loon, and "The Importance 
of Living" by Lin Yutang, illustrate this trend . 
The young girl facing life , troubled by conflict-
ing ideas , val ues , infl uences, etc ., sear ches literature 
for aid. Cl as sics or deep l iterature of any s ort help on 
far reach ing probl ems but the truths are oftentimes too ob-
scure for the very young to digest or realize. They need 
something simpler and more personal. In this thesis I hope 
to prove and express appreciation for t h is peculiar contri-
bution of Dorothy Canfield Fisher to the young people of the 
gen eration which g rew to maturity while she was writing . 
II 
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II A 
CHOICE 
OF 
DOROTHY. CANFIELD FISHER 
JUSTIFIED BY 
HER WRITINGS 
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CITY VS. COUNTRY 
Probably the first deep impression Mrs. Fisher 's 
writings made on me was from reading a small article en-
titled "VIIhy I Live Where I Live". At the time I was liv-
ing in Boston enjoying the advantages of city life but I 
had been brought up on the Main Street of a manufacturing 
town, which probably is a combination of the worst f eatures 
of both city and country living . My family had long been 
divided on this "country versus city" question. My father, 
whose opinion I valued,. had been raised on a. farm and was 
always hopeful ly suggesting buying a small pl ace in the 
surrounding country, presumably for use during summer vac-
a.tions , but planning eventually to make it his permanent 
home. 
I became aware very young of this difference of 
opinion among the older members of my family. One of the 
highlights of our week was our family rides on Sunday after-
noons and it was these same outings wh ich brought the div-
ergence of opinion to the surface . We were all proud of 
our big custom built 'tDemocrat Wagon" drawn by two black 
horses . We l ater deserted it for a high seven-passenger 
Pierce Arrow touring car, liberally decorated with brass, 
which my father inevitably decided to polish after we were 
all settled ready to dri ve out of the barn, much to the an-
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noyance of my older sisters and br other. My father 's fav-
orite rides were to Robin Hill, to the farm where he lived 
as a boy, or to Littleton to the farm where he was born, 
both still owned by rel atives . For variety we rode to the 
farms of other relatives in Harvard or Westford. We young-
er children had gr eat fun. I still have vivid memories, 
all pleasurable, of climbing trees to pick f r uit, explor-
ing the cool, shadowy, sweet- smelling 1;>arns, timidl y mak-
ing friendly overtures to the sleepy cows and well- fed 
horses and walking in the high grass ; but my older brother 
and sisters were bored and impatient at wasting an entire 
Sunday afternoon on a farm. I was aware of t he ir whisper-
ed complaints about the "dull old country" . They wanted, 
not to ride leisurely along shady winding country roads, 
but to travel more swiftly on the paved roads into the 
neighboring manufacturing towns and cities where traffic 
was brisk and lif e more exciting . Store windows attrac t ed 
them and t he poss i bility of seeing and waving at some ac - 11 
quaintance from a neighboring h i gh school was rare adven-
ture to be imparted in detail the next day to an admiring 
and envious throng . They were r ebellious when my father 
would drive extra miles to avoid traffic, or tell already 
fami l iar stories of " the old days"', but they wisely limit-
ed the expression o'f boredom to shrugs and sign ificant l ooks . 
The antagonism f l ared into the open when my 
father actually selected a small farm in the town of Bol-
~~~~---============~~~== 
ton. It is beautiful country and I have a clear memory of 
the farm as it lay on the curve of the road, the house 
looking very low beneath the huge elms. It had very steep 
stairs leading up to the attic where I had selected a room 
which delighted me becaus e When you opened one window a 
branch of apple blossomg swung right into the room. But to 
my ol der sisters and brother the place meant only a horrid 
prison f rom which they would be unable to escape during the 
l ong summer. Needless to talk of the brook for swimming or 
of the animals and pets we could raisa. My oldest sister, 
a favorite of my father, started the open rebellion. Sne 
was just finishing her junior year at high school and mov-
ing to the country would be a major blow to her social life . 
She was attractive, vain and as selfish as girls of her age 
can be! She stormed that my fathe r was trying to ruin our 
lives making " farmers " ( odious term) out of us. She even 
threatened to leave home and get a job and live in an apart-
ment in Boston, which to my fami l y was at the time a terrible 
thing. With the family arrayed against him my father must 
have given up his plans, hurt no doubt because we didn't 
wnat what he had worked to obtain to delight us, as he knew 
life on a farm could. 
Dorothy C~n:f'ield Fisher·' s article "Why I Live 
Where I Live" brought back vividly to my mind t hat old strug-
gle which I hadn't thought of for years and now realized 
that I had only half understood. I found it curious to con-
-11-
aider this old incident from the viewpoint of an adult and 
to consider the years that had passed between. In the in-
terim I had grown up into and in turn passed through the 
same anxious adol escent age of valuing material things --
dresses, parties, etc. I had joined in whole- heartedly to 
the dates and crazy impulsive pranks of the gang . Yet I 
didn't feel badly at the hurts because I felt all this some-
how was unimportant and I knew t hen as I had known long ago 
that my father had been right and that there was something 
else, although I d idn' t know just what the other was either. 
I was depending unconsciousl y on education to help me , part-
l y I suppose, because everybody seemed so certain of the 
value of education, whil e I was convinced of the shallowness 
of the things young peopl e consider important . Normal 
School had given me littl e hel p, probably because it offer-
ed mostly methods courses which I was impatient with, be-
ca use I needed cultural courses. The fault was mine; they 
trained for teaching whil e I didn ' t want to teach unless it 
gave me something Normal Schools either gave as a secondary 
considerat i on or took for granted we had. It seemed to me 
a narrow restricted life, and I left unsatisfied. If this 
was teaching I didn't want to teach, so I went on after 
Normal School to college . 
At college I found the cultural courses vastly 
richer and infinitely more stimulating. The professors had 
such a certainty of the deep permanent values of their sub-
--
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II 
jects, a£ter a lifetime of study which had obviously been 
richly satisfying to them, that I was certain here was some-
t hing worth discovering for myself . So many realms of know-
ledge of which I knew nothing were opened -- Drama, Art, 
Literature, Music, Sociology, Psychology -- tha·t I felt I 
could easily spend the rest of my life exploring their fas-
cinating possibilities and still know little.. "Life is so 
f ull of a number of t hings" became reality to me . 
I had stumbled on t his magazine article while do-
ing some research work for something or other in an old file . 
It had started this flood of memor y and unexpectedly, per-
haps , revealed the original s ource of my uncertainty. That 
old probl em of city versus country living I had evidently 
put away for future reference. An article solely devoted 
to a discussion of the question would interest me anyway but 
Mrs . Fis her actually seemed to be answering the question 
with a solution wh ich she had tried and found adequate. I 
have rather an analytical mind and the clarity and defin~te­
ness of her thought delighted me . It was with keen pleasure 
that I was able to take the gist of her article home with 
me to savor and consider further . Her article was so care-
fully planned that I was able to make a balance sheet on a 
filing card, labeling one s ide country and the other side 
city, noting significant conclusions on main aspects of life 
which she had covered. It ran like this: 
= 
-:---=-=-=-~:..==--~ 
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Topic City Country 
Clothes -elegant -+Comfortable 
Food - delicacies +wholesome 
Peopl e ~strangers .-friends 
Fur niture - ornate +simpl e-lasting 
Sports -spectator +active 
Surroundings -man- made -t-natural 
Reading -snatches -+time 
Music +real 't{ canned, good for (moods - visits 
Theatre +real (to city equal? (Le isure for 
Pictures +real {study. 
In spite of the fact that I was by choice living 
in and enjoying city life at the t ime ~d had never con-
sciousl y found it amiss, I knew instantl y and instinctively 
that what Mrs . Fisher wrote was right for me . I agreed 
gratefully with "the impr ession, which sojourning in city 
str eets is apt t o force on me is that my fellow man is sole-
ly interested in possessing as many material objects as he 
can l ay his hands upon, and paying as little for t hem as may 
be . 'Vher e along city syreets is one r eminded of any human 
beings who find s omething else better than possession and 
property? Do not the very pavements blare out t he convic-
t ion that to own shinier and bigger and more numerous and 
more expensive objects than his neighbors i s the ch ief duty 
of man? I like t o l ive in the country because I like to 
~~==~===============--~ =================-==-=~~-=-~-=-=-~==~=====~ 
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like my fellow men. I find by actual experience that I can 
like my fell ow men better if I don't constantly have too 
large a dose of him thrust down my throat . After three 
weeks of the city, stunned, dazed, deafened, beaten down 
by the terrific concentration on materi al possessions , with 
my heart heavy I run back to Vermont . I don't l ike to live 
in New York because I can' t ' l i ve ' ther e 1"(1) 
Again - "Geographical location of the s pot he 
chooses should depend upon his t aste . In my case I happen 
to like things that are easy to get in the country, and al-
most impossible to secure in the city. And I dislike things 
that are hard t o dodge i n the city and don ' t exist in the 
country." (2) I had that curious sensation that Mrs. Fisher 
in some uncanny way was stating just what I had a l ways be-
lieved but never had realized definitel y. Her statement 
was not particularly startling in content and now the effect 
upon me is amusing in retrospect, but seemed tremendously 
enlightening at t he time . I remembered raising a question-
ing eyebrow over her bland assumption that people had the 
opportuni ty to select the best place to live but I had the 
chance , so. I read on, nodding in agreement as I read, "I 
am particularly sensitive to the joy of bodil y rhythm and 
equilibrium (I must be too, I spent so many hours at that 
time dancing, oblivious of my partner so long as he danced 
well) . " In the country there are ever so many forms 
( ~) "Why I Live Where I Live" {lol a Bk. , D. "32 
(2) Ibid. 
-=-~==========================* 
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of ~t and all available at any time when you happen to be 
in the mood, with no need to put on a party dress, etc. 
All the year round to walk on living feet, not ·over flat 
monotonous sidewalks wh ich .pound hUll'lan feet to misery by 
their granitelike hardness" (I winced at this because my 
feet t hen, after six or eight years of slavery to pumps and 
spike heels, scorning sensible shoes, were actually deform-
ed and marked for life) "but over inte~.esting mountain paths 
varying between rocks which makes every step an. enchanting 
problem in balance, and mossy leaf mold which springs under 
the feet like velvet."(l) 
Reading on - "There is no highbrow moral stuff 
about my liking the country, just free~om and enjoyment. 
I'm usually uncomfortable in the city, while country life 
is fairly crammed with physical delights. Here are a few 
of them taken at random; the joy of wearing clothes con-
structed to fit my body., instead of trying to remake my 
body to fit the latest style. I like to wear clothes that 
I can forget once I put them on, that bother me as little 
as my skin, and don' t necessitate shopping expeditions, 
those terrible desolating pilgrtmages looking at garments 
I .don't intend to buy."(2) I made some mental reservations 
on t h is because I had prided myself on being smartly dressed 
on little and enjoyed hunting bargains, but after a little 
( 1) "Why I Live Where I Live", Gold Bk., D.' 32 
(2) Ibid. 
ff 
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thought I dec ided t hat this was not natural to me but rather 
the result of and competition wi th a houseful of growing 
girls from whom I l earned and whom I strived t o surpass . 
But I didn't really like the pushing crowds, bad air, ex-
hausted feel ing and aching feet which it entail ed, and fin-
a l ly decided that again what Mrs. Fisher wrote was righ t for 
me. 
Sensuous del i ghts scored h i gh for t he c ountry 
with such statements as; "Breath ing is, i n our keen moun-
tain air, an ever-renewed del ight. It i s hardly necessary 
to enumerat e the v~ious kinds of discomforts of smells in 
the cit y -- whereas in t he country from the smell of new 
pl owed l and to the odor of wild grapes in bloom, f rom the 
fra§rance of wet forests to the perfume of an open wood 
fire, one 's nose runs up and dovm the gamut of delight. And 
even eatingl In a life full of such outdoor activity and 
bodily freedom, plain food g ives me far more pl easure than 
elaborate costly meals ser ved against a background of steam 
heated air, too litt le sleep and physical !nactivity. "(l) 
I was s ympathetic with "I endure no noise, am 
blinded by no lights , am never stuck i n traffic jams . I 
never have to pl ay bridge unless I wish, no t~e mur dering 
social engagements, no call s -- the time I save i n not en-
tertaining peopl e I don't care a straw for l eaves me real 
hours of leisure in whi ch to enjoy real visits from real 
{ 1) "Why I Live Where I Live", Gol d Bk., D.' 32 
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friends . I refrain from making any comparison of what you 
have to look at in the city and country because the beauty 
of sunrises and sunsets, snowstorms , summer evenings , blue 
twilights, rosy dawns and golaen moons is old stuff'. As 
true as old let me mention in passing. "( l ) 
Knowing wel l the arguments for city life, I felt 
that the author would be l ess convincing on an analysis of 
intellectual and cultural activities. I read on rather an-
ticipating disappointment but I was. not, as I had often beem 
before, left with the t hought that -- well, anyway, one 
author can't have everything. "H~w about h i gher activities? 
Take reading for instance, the basis of modern culture . I 
agree with Carlyle who thought that i f you had books you 
had about everything you needed for an intel lectual life . 
I can read after a fashion in the waiting-room of any busy 
railroad station, with one eye on the clock to see that I 
don ' t miss my train. I n cities there is always some engage-
ment, if not indeed, a dozen before me, always new person-
alities awaiting ambushed, in the near future . The antici-
pation distract s my subconsci ous mind from my book, they 
bother me enough so that I can't concentrate my mind on any 
book I cansider worth reading . I like to sit down with a 
book in a quiet r oom, sure of uninterrupted t ime to savor 
its wisdom, or its beauty, or its sadness . Where do you 
suppose I find the quietest rooms, the longest most tran-
(1 ) 11Why I Live Where I Live11 , Gol d Bk. , D. f 32 
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quil hours?"{l) 
.Questioned about accessibility to fine pictures 
and art galleries she disposes of t he arguments i n favor 
of city l iving in short order by a statement which I knew 
to be true from my own experience ; "By my occasional short 
t r ips to the cities, I see as much if not more, in the 
course of a year, of t heir gall eries, as do the peopl e who 
live in the cit ie s."(2) 
Writing of musi c :Mrs. Fisher says , "There's some-
t hing stupefying in the cut and dried regul arity of a musi-
cal season. I experience a dulling of the edge of my zest. 
By Easter I find that my pl easure in music is actually l ess 
than it is when, sharpest with hunger after a period of 
starvation, I make a f light to the city for a fine concert 
of two ."( 3) I find myself mentally adding to this part be-
cause even in the short passage of time since this had been 
written, music for country peopl e had been immeasureably en-
riched. Radio offers the best in opera, symphony, or in 
truth every form of music to be enjoyed in the comfort of 
your own home . Recordings may satisfy transient moods be-
cause they have been developed to a high degree of excellence . 
This article as a whol e had a surprisingl y deep 
effect on me. It was almost as if I had suddenl y gr own up. 
Curious I hadn't seen it all before. I had had this exper-
ience of submerging problems, probably to my subconscious 
{ 1) "Why I Live Where I Live", Gold Bk., D.' 32 
(2)&{3) Ibid. 
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mind, and suddenly finding a simpl e solution all wor ked out , 
sever al times befor e . I suppose I had unconsciously l ong 
b een making observations and drawing cl ose to t he same con-
c l usion and t hi s artic l e somehow f inished solving t he prob-
J.em for me . I did not analyze i t at t he time -- onl y was 
deepl y thoughtful and impatient to r ead more of this author's 
wri tings. 
-20-
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II A-2 
ECONOMIC SECURITY 
"Chinese philosophy may be briefly defined as a 
preoccupation with the knowledge of life rather than a 
knowledge of truth. Brushing aside all metaphysical spec-
ulations as irrelevant to the business of living, and as 
pale reflections engendered in our intellect, the Chinese 
phil osophers clutch at life itself and ask themselves the 
one and only eternal question: ' How are we to live?'"(l) 
I believe American young people are, as I was, 
questioning the preoccupation of the l ast generation with 
material success at the sacrifice of character and real 
happiness. Mrs. Fisher's article on country life must have 
been as arresting to many other young people as it was to 
me. It has a simplicity and a directness which is refresh-
ing . She has the arresting quality of a person who dares 
to be honest and sincere. With the help of such an older 
and wiser person, who is not impressed with artificiality, 
youth feels that t hey may be able to answer some of the 
attacks on their belief that there is something shallow and 
wrong in the widely accepted standard that material success 
is the only success worth while. They search for more of 
such an author's writings as I did. 
One of t he problems in the forefront of modern 
(1) Lin Yutang, "The Importance of Living", p.396 
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life is certainly that of economic security. It looms so 
large to young people, if not to most Americans, that it 
obscures a wide view of life, relegating bigger, more im-
personal things to a subordinate pl ace . Youth fresh f r om 
the idealism of adolescence is at first dis i llusioned by 
this preoccupation of the adult world with material things. 
Mrs. Fisher shows a keen understanding of their needs and 
feelings in the protest of a y oung college graduate i n 
"Rough Hevm" , "Why don't they l et you know that you have 
more goals to choose f r om than j ust different ways of mak-
ing your living, most of them jus t buying and selling dif-
ferent sorts of things? You're trained in athletics to put 
your very heart and all of it, into what you do . That 's 
fine 1 But why don 't they train you just as hard to put 
your whole intelligenc·e into being sure that what you 're 
putting your heart into is worth doing, and is what you're 
meant to do? They don 't train you for that , they won't 
even let you have a quie t minute to think of it yourself. 
They keep you up in the air all the time, whooping it up 
about your duty to win the game 1 Sure , any man that 's got 
blood in his veins want~ to win the game . But which game?" (l) 
She also speaks for t he older peopl e who feel 
frustrated and who r esent the s ystem as the cause. Quoting, 
"Business . Mr . Well es feared and hated the sound of the 
word and knew that it had him cowed, because in his long 
(1) 11 Rough Hewn" 
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life he had known it to be t he onl y reality in the worl d of 
men. And in that world he had known the only reality to be 
that if you didn't cut the other fellows throat first he 
would cut yours. There wasn ' t any other r eality. He h ad 
heard impractical, womanish men say there was , and try to 
prove it , onl y to have their economic throats cut consider-
ably more pr omptly than any others. He had done his little 
indirect share of the throat-cutting a l ways . He was not 
denying the need to do it. Only he had never f ound it a 
very cheerful atmos phere in wh ich to pass one ' s life. He 
wished he hadn ' t to be forced to remember aga in that the 
inevitable foundation for all that was pl easant and livable 
in private life was the grim determination on the part of 
a strong man to give h is strength to 'taking it ou t of t he 
hide' of his competitors, his workmen, and the public."(l) 
Mrs. Fisher i s cognizant of this insidious weak-
ness in American character and life; probably from living 
abroad s o much she can s ee American l ife objectively. Be-
cause she is primaril y American s he is sympathetic although 
doubtful of the ends to which it might bri ng us. Under the 
pleas~~t guise of fiction she ridicules in an understanding 
way this overoccupation with things, to shovr h ow far we Am-
ericans have wandered from s imple, elemental living and 
thinking. She has made this the central t heme of "The Squir-
rel Cage" as its t itle indi cates. In the following quota-
( 1) "The Br immi ng Cup"· 
--=-=-~==========~~==~===~================================~ 
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tion from this novel she shows an insight into the develop-
ment of the malady . "He'll like it, and stick to it, and 
bring others, and you'll . extend operations and build shops 
and in no time you'll go the way of all the world-- a big 
factory, running night and day; you on the jump every min-
ute; dust an inch thick over your books and music; nerves 
taut; head humming with business schemes to beat your com-
petitors ; forget your wife most of the time except to give 
her money; making profits hand over fist; suborning l egis-
lators to wink at your getting special railroad rates for 
your stuff; can't remember how many children you have; 
grand success ; notable exampl e of what can be done by atten-
tion to business ; nervous prostration at forty-five; Bright's 
Disease at fifty; leave a million."(l) Further on-- "Don't 
you know the successful business man 's best advertisement? 
'All of my life-strength I've put into the product I offer 
you' he says to the publ ic, and it's true."(2} To objec-
tions comes the answer, "Your wife wouldn't let you, she 'd 
want a motor-car and 'nice' associates and a fashionable 
school for the children, and a home in the r espectable part 
of the town."(3) She illustrates the sort of courage which 
is needed in the answer; "My wife -if I ever have one- is 
going to be my sure-enough wife and my chil dren, my children. 
I won't have a business that they can't know abou~, or that 
(1) "The Squirrel Cage" 
( 2 ) Ibid. 
(3) Ibid. 
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doesn't leave me strength enough to share in all their lives. 
I can earn enough growing potatoes and doing odd jobs o£ 
carpentering for thatl"(l)" 
In this way Mrs. Fisher gives the question o£ ec-
onomic security a secondary place. In her writings she 
places character and contentment £ar above material success 
which so often entails unscrupulous dealing and necessitates 
uncongenial surroundings. She seems to believe that if you 
can choose, after intelligent thought, the life best fitted 
for you and enabling you actually to practice your ideals, 
that you also will have intelligence enough to plan remun-
erative work of a sort which will be alliple for a life 
stripped of affectation, yet comfortable, happy and compat-
ible with honorable living. 
She proves this by solving the main objection to 
country living . Practical minded peopl e who admd:t the 
beauty and happiness of country living discourage young 
people by reminding them that the country does not provide 
opportunity for work and advancement. The prospects of 
farmers are uncertain, the hours l ong, the work drudgery 
and the financial reward smaii~ ·It is hard for young people 
to answer such telling blows as these hut it is not diffi-
cult for Mrs . Fisher to do so. She recognizes the super-
ficiality of these objections while granting their truth. 
With her faculty for distinguishing between artificiality 
(1) "The flquirrel Cage 11 
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and fundamentals she questions the necessity for large sal-
aries , wor ldly success , and fame . She questions their value 
from t he viewpoint of happiness and contentment. She even 
dares to find pl easure and reward in the so- call ed drudgery 
of farm w.ork . She gives exampl es of work calling f or an 
exercising of talents and energies but which, at the same 
time , are completel y sati sfying because they are adequate 
for sel f expr ession and sel f - respect. 
Again and again in her novel s her young peopl e , 
cultured, t alented, t r avelled, revel in country l i ving after 
the jaded pleasures and the hypocrisy of sophisticated life . 
In "The Bent Twig" Austin Page explains the sound financial 
basis of a venture in forestry ; " I ' ve pr oved it (for estry) 
can be made a paying thing• I 1 ve had t he closest account 
kept of income and outgo, and s o far from being a dr ain on 
a man to r eforst his woodland and administer it as he 
should, there 's an actual profit in i t; enough to make a 
business of i t; enough to occupy a man for h i s lifetime and 
his s on atter hi m, if he gi ves it his pers onal care ."(l ) 
In her novel "The Brimming Cup", Neal e Cr itten-
don's work is appreciatively described by a nati ve c l ergy-
man in the foll owing words : "Mr . Crittendon has t aught us 
all a greSJ.t deal about the economic aspects of a situation 
with wh ich we had .had years of more familiarity than he. 
His idea is that this mountainous part of New England is 
(1 ) "The Bent Twig11 
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really not fit for agriculture . Farming in the usual sense 
has been a los ing venture ever since the Civil War high 
prices for wool ceased. Only the bottoms of the valleys 
are fit for crops. Most of our county i s essentially for-
est l and. And his idea of the proper use to make of it is 
to have a smallish industrial population engaged in wood-
worki ng , who would use the bits of arabl e land in the val-
leys as gardens to raise their own food. He has almost en-
tir ely reorganized the life of our val ley, along t hese lines, 
and I daresay he cannot at all realize himself the prodig-
ious change from hopelessnes s and s l ow death to energy and 
forward- looking activity which his intelligent grasp of the 
situation has brought to this corner of the earth. There 
is enough wood in the forests within reach of the mill to 
keep a moderate- sized wood- working factory going indefinite-
ly, cutt ing by rotation and taking care to leave enough 
trees for natural reforestr ation. But of course that has 
not been the American way of going at things . Instead of 
that steady continuous use of the woods, which Mr . Critten-
don has shown to be possible , furni shing good, well-paid 
work at home for the men who would be otherwise. forced off 
into cities, our poor mountains have been lumbered e very 
generation or so, on an immense , murderous slashing scale , 
to make a b i g sum of money for one operation. Vf.hen ol d Mr. 
Burton Crittendon ' s nephew came to town it was a different 
I - 27-
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--~--story . Mr . Neale Crittenden' s ideal of the lumber business 
is , as I conceive it, as much a ser vice to mankind as a 
doctor ' s is ." ( l ) 
That Mr s . Fi sher' s theory can be appli ed in town 
as well as country l iving can be proved also by e~cerpts 
from her novel s . Disregarding such obvious choices as teach-
ers , mi nis.ters , and doctors , we find the same satisfaction 
from careful suiting of tal ents and interests to occupations 
of any sort . For exampl e , " I met a man ---- who was a creat-
or if t here ever was one . He h ad started l ife as a n1echan-
ic , left school and went to work a t sixteen, in a shop fi l led 
with soul less cogs and bol t s and screws and springs . And 
his c r eative i nstinct r ose up and seized on t hose things as 
the appointed raw stuff for his creation. When I saw him 
he was head of one of the biggest metal-wor king factories 
in the countr y , a good many hundred men working for him, and 
devoted to him, turning out tools t hat have simplified the 
tasks of mechanics the worl d aro~d. I never saw a happier 
man . I never saw a human life more f ulfilled." (2) 
In "The Deepening Stream" Adri an 's father connnents 
on Adrian 's work; "Of course its no opening in the modern 
sense, and never will be . The beginning sal ary is micro-
scopic , but you know the ropes so wel l it won ' t be l ong be-
fore you'll have it all in hand. Not that the r e 's money to 
be made , at best, in a s avings bank. But it' s always been 
(l) 11The Br immi ng Cup" 
(2) "Rough Hewn" 
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a satisfaction to me , and perhaps it will be in the l ong 
run to you, that nobody makes a p~ofit out of our kind of 
a bank, only salaries. To be in a business that doesn't 
make profit for anybody, only just decent wages for work 
done , I ' ve found it t r anquilizing . It keeps out of your 
life - your GWn personal life , that i s - the uneasiness 
about the real source of profits . You can be dead sure 
that you have not, without meaning to, put your hand into 
somebody else ' s pocket . - - -- After a ll, I suppose you get 
harmony and equilibrium in life as in everyting else by 
keeping what you have in proportion, more than by having 
such a lot . And harmony and equilibr ium are maybe wha t 
l ast you best, in the long run."(l) In these final words 
of Mr . Fort, Mrs. Fisher has summarized her own philosophy, 
stating it simply for .her readers . 
(1) "The Deepening Stream" 
==~==~====~======~-===== 
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II A-3 
SOCIAL RELATI ONSHIPS 
'~Anyone who wishes to learn to enjoy life must, 
as t he absolutely necessary condition, find friends of the 
same type of temperament, and take 
and keep their friendship."(l) 
much troubl e to gain 
Mrs. Fisher believes that fr iends should be chosen 
r egardless of nationality, race, creed or social standing 
and her books reflect her beliefs. She has done splendid 
service as an exponent of better understanding between nation-
alities . Foreign critics and r eaders deligh t to find tP~t 
Dor othy Canfiel d Fisher writes from a truly cosmopolitan 
viewpoint; So many American authors write on American sub-
jects in such a peculiarly American vein that foreign read-
ers are b aff l ed and often misunderstand or lose compl etely 
the significance of our books . American authors of ten hurt 
the feelings of, or make themselves ridiculous in the eyes 
of people from foreign l ands when t hey t r y to use those 
lands or people in their books. The difficulty in the last 
instance lies in writing from insufficient knowledge . Even 
the Americans who have travelled abroad cannot picture life 
in other countries with any great amount of fide l ity because 
they miss so many implications, handicapped as they are by 
lack of time and a common language. 
Lin Yutang, "The Importance of Living", p. 222 
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European readers welcome not only Mrs . Fi sher ' s 
true picturization of their life to us but also an intel li-
gibl e interpretation of American life for them. Much of 
Mrs . /-Fisher's l ife has been spent in Europe . Most of this 
t~e she lived in France, even going to school there . A 
year was spent in Italy, another in Spain, and summers in 
Germany, the Scandinavian Countries, Holland and Bel gium. 
She r ealizes the danger of misunderstanding through fear 
fostered by ignor ance, "Our unconscious hostility to a for-
eigner merel y because he is a foreigner wedges the nations 
apart . Much, perhaps most, i n ternational misunderstandings 
and dislikes are not i nherent or inevitable, but comes from 
the comparison of customs and people in our country, not 
with corres ponding customs and peopl e in another, but with 
others totally different . "( l) 
Her pooks refl ect her thorough knowl edge and sym-
pathies. Typical of her faithful picturizations of French 
life are "Home Fi re s i n Fr ance" and 11 Day of Gl ory" , s t ori es 
of the courage and quiet strength of t he French families 
behind the lines. Visits of her characters in "The Bent Twig" 
g ives us a picture of the social life of Paris with its 
brilliant yet perhaps decadent sophistication. In "Bonfire" 
the basic similarities between life in France , Vermont, or 
any other pl ace , are g iven t hrough t he experience of a girl 
who had sought "Life" in Paris only to find the same good 
(l ) "Motes, Beams and Foreigners", Harpers Bazaar, Mr .' 31 
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and evil there that she had found at home. "Rough Hevm", 
"The Brimming Cup" and "The Deepening Stream" best interpret 
France to Americans because they give glimpses of everyday 
life glowing with t he warmth and color wh ich makes the fam-
i ly the solid resistent basis of French national unity·. 
Ital y is described in "Ro'ugh Hewn"· and "The Brim-
ming Cup", but '"Montessori Mother" and her translation of 
Papini 's "Life of Christ" brought America an interpr etation 
of these Italian contributions to world culture . "Gunhil d" 
vividl y pictures l ife on the Norwegian fjords and saeters 
contrasting t his na t ive life with that of foreign visitors 
staying for a time at the local inns . "Basque Peopl e " 
g ives us a first hand knowledge and understanding of these 
people , neither French nor Spanis h, but living between the 
two countries in the Pyrenees Mountains. 
Mrs . Fisher knows intimatel y of what she writes 
and with her great understanding has gr own to love t hese 
lands and people , and they recognize . and appreciate this. 
She has as many warm friends in foreign countries as she 
has in her own and in spite of her t ravels t his would not 
be possible if Dorothy Canfield Fisher were not naturally 
a charming warm- hearted woman endowed with a true sense of 
democracy. 
Vermonters are proud of t heir history of justice 
to al l races . Vermont was t he f i rst state to write a no-
slavery law into its constitution. Dorothy Canfield inherit-
' 
' . . 
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ed the strong feelings of her ancestors who ran underground 
rai lways to help free the slaves. Her father, James Hulme 
Canfield, shocked a college campus by inviting his friend 
Booker T. Washington, President of Tuskeegee Institute, to 
lunch. 
Dorothy' s awareness of and sympathy for the pl ight 
of the negro is evidenced through incidents occurring again 
and again in her novel s . In "The Brimming Cup" an· ol d gentle 
man who has retired to the peaceful life he l oves best, g ives 
it all up to go South because , as he puts it, "The colored 
people, they're made to suffer all the time for being born 
the way they are . And that 's not right in America . --- It 
looks as though they needed, as much as anything el se , people 
who just have the same feeling towards them that you have 
for anybody who 's trying to make the best of himself . ---If 
I go and l ive there and just run one more person who respects 
them, when they deserve it, it will help that much more , 
maybe ."(l) "The Bent Twig" has another touching i ncident 
-- a young chil d gallantly trying t o make up to some negro 
children for s ame unkind treatment. Her references to the 
pr oblem all display sympathy but also a realization of the 
compl exity of it . Her thinking is real istic in that she 
believes a solution belongs to the future and will only come 
as a result of courageous clear thinking and action- toward 
the only possibl e goal . She voices this hope in the words , 
( 1) "The Brimming Cup" 
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"Our children must be wise enough to face that the only sol-
ution to the negro problem is entire justice to the negro."(l·.) 
Her latest book 11 Seasoned Timber" pleads in like manner for 
calmness and dispatch -in defeating the purpose of anti-Jew-
ish propaganda which is spreading to this country from Eur-
ope. She warns agains~ any departure from democratic prin-
ciples however small or for whatever attrac tive gain. 
In all her writings Mrs. Fisher definitely creates 
contrast between luxurious s~ciety life and a comfortable 
democratic mode of life. She shows her heroines, charmed 
for a time by ease and social prestige, but gradually recog-
nizing the snobbishness and injustice which support the sys-
tem and welcoming the honesty, self- respect and naturalness 
of simple living. On no other theme does Mrs. Fisher write · 
as convincingly unless it is on home-making or child care. 
It pervades all her writings and has been made the central 
theme of two novels, "The Squirrel -Cage" and "The Bent Twig". 
In these two she paints with deft strokes, using people, in-
cidents, surroundings, feelings, everything to complete her 
picture of a sane wholesome life based on money earned by 
work as the only basis for a life of di gnity and honor. 
FDom this sort of material woven through all her 
writings Mrs. Fisher gives young people the courage to act, 
to choose their friends, and to think, without prejudice . 
They have deep respect for people in public life who unhes-
( 1 ) 11 The Bent Twig" 
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itatingl y use the power of thei r pens, their voices or their 
pr estige to maintain a calm, humane and civilized attitude 
in the face of the rising tide of unreasoning emotionalism. 
They risk the l oss of their popularity and will. face danger 
willingl y because they are aware of the dread disease which 
can distort the minds of ordinaril y kind people . Hate. can 
reach a frenzy of cruelty and wreak havoc upon defencel ess 
souls and then peopl e are shamed and aghast at the damage 
t hey have wrought. Youth has the courage but not the im-
perviousness to attack nor the foresigpt to be leaders •. 
They are gr ateful for the unassuming guidance they draw 
from Dorothy Canfield's qui et wri tings. 
~~~-~---==========~====================================~F======== 
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II A-4 
RELIGION 
"He who ignores the greater world around him, its 
origin and its destiny, cannot be said to have a truly sat-
isfying life ."(l) 
Anyone who has written and lived as honestly and 
courageously as has Dorothy Canfiied Fisher is bound to have 
formed a calm, sane and honest attitude toward the perplex-
ing question of religion -- and again she does not prove 
disappointing . Her philosophy is refreshingly simple and 
wholesome. Her family, originally, probably went to Ver-
mont to escape the extremes of the Puritan religion and she 
inherits their common sense view of religion. They believed 
religion was a personal thing so they spoke little about i -t. 
It became a religion stripped of ritual and of rigid oblig-
ations; none the less binding if the individual is of a 
strong, straight-thinking character. 
Literature and religion were closely allied in 
the minds of New England free-thinkers. Mrs. Fisher's an-
cestors were an alternation of educators and ministers . 
She belongs definitely to the literary group and is a mem-
ber of no s.ect but a strong religious feeling is evident 
to the thoughtful reader. 
Prof. E. A. Post of Boston University recognizes 
(l) Lin Yutang, "The Importance of Living", p.396 
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it in an article entitled "The Nee-Puritanism of Dorothy 
Canfield". He writes# "Responsibility in creative writing 
concerns itself with the acceptance of the moral bur-
den on the part of the author to clarify the meaning of life 
by a process of literary integration. --- One sees in Dor-
othy Canfield's novels the empiricism of John fiewey reduced 
to practicable human terms. The home is the center of grav-
ity in a social democracy. Fatherhood and motherhood are ' 
necessary functions of the fUll# vital l ife . The commun-
ity is the kernel of national ethical living . The signi-
ficance of life is achieved by growth from within; self-
discipl ine through meeting life head-on is a j ust inheri-
tance of a pioneer people. Intelligence is learned organ-
ically and cannot be accepted from any theoretical formu-
lation. Knowledge of life gives a power to create values 
in it. Integrity, or a loyalty to one's achieved self, is 
character. Character is a determinant of individual des-
tiny. She, Dorothy Canfield# has kept in the current of 
responsible authorship that in its high seriousness has 
never flagged, and that is the flowering of a Puritanic 
s ense of ethical duty and a stoic attempt to plumb the 
depths of the torrential stream of life."(J.) 
So we have ~~ analysis of her ethlcal viewpoint 
but religion is always an indlvidual personal thing, so ex-
cerpts from her own writings can best express her own 
{1) E.A.Post, "The Meo-Purltanism of Dorothy Canfield"#The 
Chrlstian Register, Ag .17,'33, p. 531-2 
-------~=-============~====~ 
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thoughts. One such, culled from an article written during 
her war experiences is enliehtening, "a dim vision of 'the 
4t meaning of things' --- and the final word of her new Know-
l edge was renunciation, an humble realization that she her-
self was never to know t he meaning of that vast insoluble 
riddle - she knew the key was too big for her to grasp. 
The united hands of a perfected and purified race alone 
could wield that mighty impl ement and l earn the secret of 
existence . And in that ultimate great achievement she would 
have her share. She saw now what it was - to be a strong 
and well-tempered link in the long chain which began in the 
first stirrings of primordial sea and led - s he would never 
know where. She must do her part in opening the eyes of the 
next generation to a vision greater than s he woul d ever 
see."(l) 
Her aloofness from established churches is prob-
ably expressed (although with necessary exaggeration) in 
her appreciation of a French family's "Old dislike and fear 
of the inhumanities of religion"(2); their belief that rel-
i g ion is working against "Everything free and humane, at-
tacking t he public schools, personal dignity, above all, 
freedom to humanity"(3); i n the daughter's attitude that, 
... "It is no business of mine what other people believe. All 
religions are very much the same anyhow. Wh.at I can't 
{1) "vignettes from a Life of Two Months", Delineator,F. 115 
( 2) "The Deepening Stream" 
(3) Ibid. 
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stand is the arrogance of any one religion that claims to 
provide the only road to heaven . --- I'd just as soon not 
have my son exposed to proselytizing until his judgment is 
a little more mature."(l) and in their surprise at a rel-
i g ion " that nobody made a living out of, " (2) and that had 
"no toleration of war".(3) Again in the words of the French 
mother, "By standing by --- ideals. There 's a higher stan-
dard of courage to which we must live up, we people who 
have no ready-made God to fal l back on who'll take care of 
us if we 'll only worship him. We must be strong enough not 
to shir~ our share of creating God in man. "{4) 
The clearest elucidation of Mrs. Fisher 's relig-
ious ph ilosophy is given in a small book "Fell ow Captains" 
written in collaboration with S.N.Cl eghorn, a life-long 
f riend. The cover describes it as "The outgrowth of years 
of the only hal f - conscious, undefined efforts of two women 
to sweeten, steady, and fortify their own daily l ives, and 
to keep alive and keen their sense of the true. proportion 
of things. This book of every-day intimate helps to health 
and tranquillity ---." (5) 
In this book Dorothy says, "I think t hat God is 
· the feeling in our hearts that makes us want to do what's 
right . I think that when we want to be good to other people 
( 1) 11,The Deepening Stream" 
(2) Ibid. 
(3) Ibid. 
( 4) Ibid. (5} "Fellow Captains"(with Sarah N. Cl eghorn) 
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instead of tormenting and harming them, we have God in us. 
Goodness and bravery and unsel fishness -- those are other 
names for God. --- I trust the inner l ight because I real-
l y believe, even in my blackest moments that there is some-
thing immortal. and eternal in it. For all that itt s so often 
corrupted and obscured with bigotry and self- interest ---
I do believe - -- that there is s omething in human nature far 
beyond t he instincts to feed a.nd propagate and possess." (1) 
Commenting on another's contribution she says, 11 I 
think Anna' s foundation underlies all that' s best in the 
nineteenth century. That unsparing, austere faith in intel-
lectual integrity, that perfect trust in honesty no matter 
where it leads you --- it 's the bul wark behind which innum-
erabl e modern l ives are shel tering themsel ves from the void1 11 (2 
Her tol erance is voiced in the words, "The element 
of externa1 preparation and right sett ing is more or l ess a 
matter of temperament. Most people feel more religious in 
a beautiful chur ch with stained glass windows than in a rail-
way station. --- Most peopl e probably can lift themsel ves 
out of trivialities up to a higher mood in some ql.liet pl ace, 
without much l ight, and in ~ physically relaxed condition. 
But if t here are people strong-minded enough to pray as well 
while buying a ticket to Chicago - - - Why, l et them, I sayl 
But most of us need some external helps . And don't let the 
strong-minded --- grudge them to those who do ." {3) 
Fell ow Captains with Sarah N. Cl eghorn 
Ibid. {3) Ibid. 
,, 
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Again, "We all need something and now that most of us won't 
let priests or theologians tell us what it is, we mustn't 
shirk the task of thinking it all out !'or ourselves."(l) 
An apt brief sunnnary oi' Mrs. Fisher's religion is 
found in another line i'rom the modern Chfnese ' philoaopher 
quot ed elsewhere, ~What religion left in our lives will be 
a very much more simplified feeling of reverence for the 
beauty and grandeur and mystery of lif e, with its responsi-
bilities, but will be deprived of the good old, glad certain-
ties and accretions which theology has accumulated and laid 
over its serrvice. Rellgion i n this form is simple and, i'or 
many modern men, sui'ficient."{2) 
(1) "Fellow Captina" (with Sarah N. Cleghorn) 
(2) Lin Yutang "The I mportance of Living",p.398 
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II A-5 
CAREERS· ·AND MARRIAGE 
"The rewards of political, literary and artistic 
achievement produce in their authors only a pale intellec-
tual chuckle, while the rewards of seeing one's children 
grow up big and strong are wordless and innnensely real."{l) 
The early years of maturity - roughly the fif-
teenth to twenty-fifth years - are, in the life of a ser-
ious young woman, usually spent in acquiring the best pos-
sible training for her chosen work, gaining experience by 
practising her knowledge, and then perfecting her teclmique. 
An increasing sense of proficiency allows a slackening of 
unremitting application and attention. Her character and 
personality are clearly delineated by this time and she is 
in a position to decide, quite wisely, the pattern of her 
future life. 
Mrs. Fisher is decidedly in favor of careers for 
young women. She believes all girls should equip themselves 
with a work, suited to t heir own peculiar powers and ex-
pressing their talents for a two-fold purpose; first, to 
bring them the joy and satisfactio~ of work well done and 
distinctively their own; and secondly, to make them inde-
pendent so as to shape their own lives. She do.esn 1 t doubt 
that everyone has something of value to offer to the mrld; 
{l} Lin Yutang "The Importance of Living", p.l73 
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she stresses rather, "The use one makes of what one has ." ( l ) 
Yet s he is cognizant of the difficulties they will encounter. 
She recogni zes that r emuneration for women is lower than 
for men do ing the same work, and that onl y the l ower paid 
pos itions are open to young women in l arge numbers. So s he 
counsels, "Instead of seeking feverishly to give her power 
to earn much money to s atis fy her desires , why not str ive 
t o g ive her the power to l ive contentedly on what she can 
earn without overstraining her body and mind. The coura-
geous intelligent unmarried American woman should be able 
t o distinguish between essentials and non- essentials , to 
enjoy honestly what she does enjoy and not to repine because 
she has not the things she does not care about -- a l though 
she sees other peopl e giving their l ives to them. "(2 ) 
But in s pi te of her. articles and crusading for 
work and careers for young women she realizes the barren-
ness and coldness of a career, however successful , as c on-
trasted with the warmt h of affection sur rounding a wi f e and 
mother, though she may be poor in material weal th. In her 
novels of happy married l ife sh e pictures as a contrast the 
l ives of other young girls who have only material success; 
Eugenia in "The Brimming Cup" and Priscilla in "The Deepen-
ing Stream" are exampl es . In a short story she writes of 
one young girl ' s experience, "I have l earned that the 'irorld 
repays you for only what it gets from you. V/hen it can get 
(!) 11 F1rst Tiitie After11 , Everybody' s , JUly '18 
(2') "Single Woman's Problem", American Mercury, Ag .' 06 
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no more, the world goes its way. Only those who love you 
do not forget --- You see all I had to give the world was 
music, and when I could do that no longer, what claims had 
I on the world? None l"(l) 
Mrs . Fisher g ives young women a new view of the 
place of love and marriage in their lives. Stressing inde-
pendence , then picturing the advent of love and marriage as 
an enrichment of life's experiences rather than the sole 
end, releases the tension which compels young women into 
marriage , any marriage, as an urgent econo~~c and social 
necessity. They are not hurried into marriage , therefore 
they should make a wiser choice because they will be older, 
their personalities more complete and their judgment more 
mature. A career or work gives the woman a diversity of 
interests which prevents the strong possessiveness that poi-
son s the lives of some couples. It releases the pressure 
of marriage being such a grim life-and-death affair and 
makes it more a privelege to be mutually shared. 
In her books her heroines are trained to be self-
supporting but marry and combine their careers with marriage . 
In "Rough Hewn" Marise spends many years in France and Italy 
studying to become a concert pianist. In the sequel "The 
Brinnning Cup" she bas married and conducts a chorus grouw., 
in the small town in which t hey have settled. 
But regardless of the adj1S.tment which must be 
(l)"Roman Thanksgiving", Delineator, Nov. 1 15 
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made she urges young women not to shut the riches of love out 
of their lives but rather to welcome it . She writes, "Young 
people ought to be told that nobody has ever been able -- not 
even Dante -- to find a way to say what it really is , true 
love. All t hat 's said about it ---well, its like Plato's 
cave-shadows, compared to life in the sunshine . If you are 
fortunate in your love."(l) 
( 1) "The Deepening Stream" 
-- --==============================~========~====== 
===--
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I I A- 6 
FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS 
''The home remains t he onl y natural and biological-
l y r eal, satisfying and meaningful unit of our existence . 
---Real authority --- woman does exercise is still from her 
traditional old throne - t he hearth - over which she presides 
as t he happy ministering angel.tt( l) 
Home-making is Mrs. Fi sher's natural metier and 
she has bent her whol e intelligence to transmitting her ex-
periences and knowledge through the medium of her writings . 
The result is a very real contribution toward harmonious 
family life . She weave s her ideals and methods of attaining 
them so inextricabl y into her s tories, makes her characters 
subject t o such very human fail ings that t heir ideals are 
finally attained on a less l ofty but more human level, so 
that the reader i s not conscious of being instructed but is 
l eft with a clearer insight and a feeling of having observed 
family life l ived gallantly and happily. 
She gi ves a compl ete picture of family life , dev-
eloping the many phases of home buil ding, even the most in-
timate , frankl y but with di gnity and unfailing good taste, 
and in natural sequence. 
Beginning wi th the love and passion on which mar-
riage is founded, and example is her descripti on of t he wild 
{1) Lin Yutang "The Importance of Living", p .l70 
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exul tation of a young man whose offer of marriage has just 
been accepted -- "Neale could not sleep. - - - He had su~h 
things to think about 1 . She had let him in. She had let 
him in. He stood in the holy of holies and knew that he 
was welcome. He turned impatiently back and forth on his 
bed, see ing, everywhere he looked, those liquid dark eyes, 
that sweet mouth, till he held his empt y arms out long ing-
ly in the dark . His desire was like a fi r e. He knew such 
pain as he had not dreamed of, and he would not for any 
price have l ost an instant of that pain. Had he ever said 
he was an unlighted torch? He was flaming now, to his l ast 
fiber. " ( l ) 
Appreciative of the serious ear nestness of young 
peopl e in love, Mrs . Fisher catches and t r ansmits a true 
pic ture of their exal ted hope and dreams ; " ' I don ' t mean 
any ol d- fashioned desires never to change . I know too much 
for that . -- - Its horribly dangerous , l oving anybody. I 
never thought I shoul d . But now I'm in it I see that its 
not at all unhappiness I ' m afraid of, your getting tired 
of me or I of you --- That would make us unhappy. But what 
would poison us to death - - what I ' m afraid of, between two 
people who try to be what we want to be to each other ---
not to be true to what is deepest and most living in us 
t ha t would be t he betrayal I"m afraid of . No matter 
what it casts us personally, or what it b r ings, we must be 
(1) " Rough Hewn" 
• 
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true to that. ---It 's a great deal to ask of life, a very 
gr eat deal for any human beings to try for --- much harder 
to get than happiness.' For the f r action of an instant they 
had fel t each other there as neve r before they had felt any 
other human being ; they had both at once caught a moment of 
f l ood- tide, and both toget her had been carried up side by 
side; the l ong inevitabl e isolation of two human l ives f rom 
b irth onward had been broken by the first real contact with 
another human soul."(l) 
The sweet intimacy of honeymoons is portrayed 
simpl y and easily, "Matey agreed with her husband that being 
married made other things unimportant. She knew now what 
it me ant to be mar ried. And the fact that Adrian was Adrian 
was all that mattered to her . Anything Adrian wanted, and 
wanted with those caressing hands, those eager lips from 
which hers took such living warmth -- why she wanted any-
thing Adrian wanted. She wondered that there coul d be wqmen 
so perverse as sometimes not to want what a ·husband who loved 
t hem wanted. But perhaps they had not all such darling 
sweet husbands as Adrian. She put her arms around his neck 
now and tol d him that he was sweet . '' (2 ) 
But Mrs . Fisher can p icture disharmony in marriage 
and t each by s howi ng an incomplete or bad adju s tment as well 
'• a s a happy one . As a contrast the blind l ack of understand-
{1) "The Briiimiing Cup" (2 ) "The Deepening Stream" 
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ing evident in the following quotation can wreck any marriage 
as it did this one, "For an instant, just one out of all his 
lifetime, be was almost enough shaken from his r ooted stand 
in the midst of his own val ues to guess at the existence of 
hers ."(l} Or a good start can be r uined a s in the fol low-
i ng instance , "Father and Mother fitted each other. I know 
they never did get it settled who was to be king- pin. F~ght­
ing 's the law of life."(2) This reaction of t he son to an 
unhappy marriage i s opposed by the lament of his sister who 
comprehends the u t ter fut ility of such a partnership, " I f 
that had been love, and if l ove could do no more for human 
lives1"(3) 
Such an experience can warp a young pe,rson' a 
whol e view of l ove and marriage. Mrs. Fisher's belief that 
l ove is a fine pr ecious t hing that can su r vive even such an 
unfor tunate intr oduction, is expressed as follows, "Nothing 
at all of what she had been told to expect by all t hose life-
experienced elders had turned out true --- for her. Money 
had been neither the l ock nor the key in her life , and for 
her, sex had not been t he ignobl e concession to animal ity 
that the ol der generation by word and gesture and ugly grim-
ace had led her to expect . I t had been the foundations of 
the bridge over which she and Adrian had crossed the un-
pl umbed sea of l:ruman isola:tion ."( 4) 
(I) 11 Bonfire" 
( 2) 11T·1e Deepening Stream" 
( 3) I b i :i. 
(4) Ibid. 
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That marriage deepens love to something finer and more last-
ing than youth can conceive of is Mrs . Fisher's belief ex-
pressed in the quotation, "Their love, --- their union, their 
marriage --- that was what gave the meaning to every breath 
she drew . She had been living in marriage --- inattentively. 
Somewhere, back of her, lost in the million other insignifi-
cant moments of the two years of her marr iage , had been the 
mement when she stopped being a cool shadow and had begun 
to be a woman who loved." ( l) 
A very modern proiDlem to be considered by young 
couples is whether or not they will have children. Many 
for selfish or economic reason's believe their happiness lies 
in each other rather than in adding children to the family 
group . Mrs . Fisher strikes deep to the root of the problem. 
"When we are inclined to groan over the amo~t of W<?r k and 
worry children make us it is well to ask ourselves if we 
woul d have anything remotely comparable in value with which 
to fill those hours if the children did r~ot occupy them. 
For most of us the answer is plain; those hours would be 
filled with things trivial and impermanent. An unusually 
gifted artist or scientist or in·ventor might have something 
creative that would equal the v(\lue of caring for children 
--- but for the great mass this is not true."(2) 
The upset in the smooth pattern of life caused by 
the advent of a baby is described realistically, "Of course 
( 1) "The Deepening Stream": 
(2) "What Makes It Worthwile?" Delineator, Sept. 1 20 
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young mothers with babies are never anything but hurried. 
She seldom had an instant of leisure in which to think 'con-
nectedly of --- anything but the next task to be done . The 
cocoon- like little Priscilla was in the two-months- old som-
nolent, sometimes damp, occasionally sour-smelling and voc-
iferous stage of development . Matey herself , excited and 
fatigued by the comp~ications of caring for a baby, was oc-
casionall y out of all patience with her small daughter ---
the tiny scrap of flesh, so amusingly human . She was rather 
often ner·vously and physically tired, ' wild' she sometimes 
told Adrian, because there were more things to do every min-
ute than she had thought possible. She grabbed at one , half 
did it , and was summoned imperiously to something else, un-
til she was s ometimes crosser t han ever before in her life; 
She snapped at Adrian occasionall y, and he rather snapped 
back, for hi s nights were broken, too. But it oddly did 
not matter much. Sometimes Matey, remembering the tragic 
import ance which the very intonation of a word had had for 
her, how a mere impatient look from her father or mother had 
filled her heart with foreboding , c oul d not understand why 
a hearty exchange of impatient excl amations with Adrian 
seemed to leave no more i mpression on her day than the chance 
small discomfort of set ting a hairpin crookedly in her hair~(l 
The l atter part of the preceding quotation shows 
the necessity for understanding the causes of, and of over-
( 1} "The Deepening Stream" 
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looking irritability. Also it i l lustrates the way that such 
things shrink to trivialities and cease to be annoying when 
overshadowed by more important interests. Another effect 
o~ the advent o~ chil dren into the lives of a young coupl e 
is thus described, "Sometimes she loved her small daughter 
almost to a gony; again, on the very same day, when s he was 
tired, it was not love but indignation over the egotism -
with which the baby insisted that the universe revol ve around 
her small person. Sometimes this indignation toppl ed over 
~rom a too s welling crest into outrageous l aughter. She 
and Adrian were o~ten overtaken by helpless mirth at the 
Nero-like tyranny of the new- comer, ' The nerve of her,' 
cried Adrian, 1 pushing us off the center of the stage like 
this.'"(l) 
In the preceding situation, a s in innumerable others 
Mrs. Fisher uses , thereby recommending, a sense of humor as 
a b alance to restore perspective when nerves are tense . An-
other short sentence from one character 's attempt to analyze 
another ' s maladjustment, de~ines the difficulty as "She never 
l aughed hersel f out of over- wrought ideas",(2) reaffirming 
her belief in a sense of humor as a safety- valve . 
The necessi ty for thought in all cri s e s between 
human beings, rather than hasty words or act i ons, she ad-
vises through such incidents a s the following , "When they 
announced their pl ans, the young couple expected to stand 
(1) "The Deepening Stream" 
(2) Ibid .. 
Boston Un ivers ity 
School of Ed~catio• 
.. 
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quite alone when the storm of horrified disapproval broke 
over them. One evening when they first told him (his father) 
he said nothing at all. He listened through to the last 
word of their somewhat agitated explanation of their plan. 
After they had said everything over twice, he sat a l ong 
time thinking, his eyes c losed, his gray head propped on 
one hand . Sharing his silence with him, they felt something 
of hi s silence come into their troubled hearts. She thought , 
'It ' s like letting turbid water stand still till it clears 
itsel f .'" ( l ) 
Differing personalities in families need a basic 
trust to cut through misunderstanding or miscomprehensions. 
One such instance is, "If she coul d but put out of her head 
the idea that words were the only expression of what peopl e 
felt, Priscilla and she might enjoy more peaceabl y their 
affection for each other, than if she continued always try-
ing vainly to drag into the net of syllables something which 
for t hem lived in another, deeper medium. To accept, once 
f or all, this mute s peech as their true one might f ree her 
from her troubl ing sense of disharmony between their trivial 
talk and the s trength and beauty of the tie between them."(2 ) 
Happy relationships are of prime importance to the 
well be i ng of a family, but there are other more material 
considerations which may add or detract and Mrs. Fisher is 
cogni zant of these also. She writes realistically of income 
(1) "The Deepening Stream" 
(2) Ibid 
~ ~==========================================~!======== 
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and deplores the false standards which demand so many un-
necessary things and strain the family budget. Commenting 
on a recent book on this subject Mrs. Fisher writes, "Hard-
working, kindly, honest, they are in ordinary good health 
and vigor and their combined income --- is quite enough to 
make them comfortable, secure and forward-looking . But they 
are -- tragically hypnotized by sales talk to spend more than 
they can afford, and so fluttering into the jaws of debt."( l) 
Her constructive suggestion is quality rather than quantity. 
'Quoting, "It takes discrimination to keep resolutely out of 
our lives enough of the material possessions now made pos-
sible to us , so that we may have strength to enjoy the mar-
vellous new opportunities for pleasures much better than 
owning things. The only keys to civilized enjoyment are not 
cash and ease, but effort and self- control. Music, books, 
travel, education. It takes civil ized beings to enjoy civil-
ized occupation." (2) 
Good food is another essential in home-making . In 
"Her Son' s Wife" the grandmother restores the health of a 
little girl whose digestion has been spoiled by cold, badly 
balanced meals. Not only the child~en's but the health and 
spi rits of the whole family are improved by good home cook-
ing . Along with go~d food goes the need for pleasant, friend-
ly conversation over the dining table . "The Home-Maker" 
proves that good food eaten in a strained atmosphere can 
(1} "The Deepening Stream" 
(2}"Home", Delineator, Sept. 1 29 
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have as bad effect on a fami l y as poor food . 
Al ong wi th wholesome balanced meals eaten in a 
happy atmosphere goes the necessity for a clean attractive 
home . Again Mrs . Fi sher stresses the need for a happy medium 
The home should be orderly and well kept but if it is to be 
l ived in and not to be a show pl ace; it must be comfortable, 
livable a nd relaxi ng . The effect of the other extr eme, a 
c l uttered, untidy, house resul ts in a dissatisfied feel i ng 
and ragged nerves. Another point, usually less not ed, is 
that the parents and childr en shoul d share the home, work, 
pleasures and income proportionately and fairly. Chil dr en ' s 
de s i res should receive consideration, for example, chums 
and pets should be welcomed although they t hreaten to incon• 
venience or upset t he routine s omewhat . 
On the mot her, because she is ho~e all day, rests 
the bul k of responsibility for the affection , trust, and 
respect among the members, a wise expenditure of funds , good 
food, and a comfortabl e orderl y home with a relaxing and 
pl eas ant atmosphere . But t he rewards are secret and compen-
sated fo r by the honor and the joy of creat i ng and contri-
buting toward something real and great in life . 
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II A-7 
CHILD TRAINING 
"I have no doubt that nature concei ves o£ women 
chiefly as a mother, even more than as a mat e , and has en-
dowed her with mental and moral characteristics which are 
conducive to her role as a mother, and which find their 
true explanation and unity in t he maternal instinct - r eal-
ism, judgment , patience witp details, love of the small and 
hel pl ess, desire to take care of somebody, strong 
---and a general ly personal outlook on things. 11 (1) 
love 
Chil d training i s inextricably bound up with fam-
ily life . On these two subjects Dorothy Canfiel d Fisher 
has done her best and most valuable writing . Her contr i -
bution to the fie l d of chil d care is immeasurabl e , s cattered 
as it is through hundreds of popular magazine articles, 
thr ough her novels, and through educational magazines . She 
teaches through her stories, interestingl y because of her 
informal s tyl e , but none the l ess scientifically. It is 
this same informal s tyl e which makes her such a splendid 
medium for transmi tting sound new educational theory to par-
ents whom formal educational articles would never reach. 
People who woul d reject without a trial s ome new 
theory, condemning it as a "fad or frill", nod approvingl y 
when Mrs. Fisher introduces it with the words , "We lmow tha t 
(1) Lin Yutang, 11The Importance of Living" p.l71 
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humanity like everything living mus t develop or it will de-
cay. We know that it can not devel op without cracking open 
its ol d institutions ~~y more than a tree can grow without 
cracking open its bark every time it adds a new ring . So 
a crack showing in an ol d organization may be onl y a 
sign of necessary heal thy growth."(l) Yet she does not ac-
cept all the new ideas advanced unless t ested by common 
sense . A sentence mentioning "things which did not come 
out of a book, and which are consequently safe from science 
and research, for they are certainly as true today as they 
were then11 (2) proves that she has a long r ange view of edu-
cation. 
She has a l ong and imposing list of notable books 
and articles dealing with all phases of education, which 
are listed later, but her unique contribution is her anal y-
sis of life through the eyes of the chil dren t hemsel ves . 
Parents must often l et t his author's books drop while they 
consider some incident in t heir own famil y life in t he light 
of some simpl e statement of a child's little understood and 
neglected thoughts or reaction. Few other peopl e have taken 
the t ime and care , or felt the necessity for the close ob-
servation, the intelligent cul ture of a child 's trust and con-
fidence . The obliteration of one's own adult preconceptions 
is necessary to appreci ate a child ' s gropings, fears,plea-
su res and natural reaction t o a new and often uncomfortable 
{1) "Much Debated Family" Woman 's Home Companion, Sept. ' 29 
(2) "Hillsboro People" 
========~==========-
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adult world. 
An incident from the "Home- Maker" gives a sampl e 
of her insight. An unthinking mother has had trouble with 
a " Problem child" - One difficulty was over a very soiled 
teddy-bear which she wished, reasonably, to wash. The 
father a ccidently stumbles on the root of the troubl e through 
a chance mention of the name Teddy, "He (the chil d) had 
started at the word ' Teddy,' had turned instantly suspicious 
eyes on his father and had made a clutch a t the stuffed bear 
over whose head he now stared at the man --- silently, his 
mouth a hard line, with the dogged expression of resistance 
which was so famil iar." ( l ) The father tells him that he 
won't take the toy away. "Stephen's face r elaxed a very 
little at this . His eyes searched his father 's, deeply and 
gr ave ly, with an intense wary seriousness . ---He looked 
d own into the bright opaque eyes of h is fetish , and as he 
did this his father felt an acute shock of surprise. The 
child's face was passionatell tender and loving . He l ooked 
as his own mother had l ooked when she held her first baby in 
her arms . --- So far he had not induced Stephen to say a 
single word. That was always Stephen 's way of resisting 
talk, and persuasion, and attempts to r each him. 11 {2) The 
father waited until the ehild told him that the mother had 
been goi n g to wash his Teddy. "At this it all came out in 
a storm, the visit to the lady, the horribl e, misshapen, 
( 1 } "The Home-Maker" 
(2) Ibid 
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shrunken Teddy there, Mother's stealing Teddy away at night , 
the devouring dread in Stephen's mind, a dread so great that 
it now overcame even his fierce pr ide and his anger, as he 
sobbed out at the last, ' Don 't let h i m be washed, Fatherl 
Don't let him1' He raised hi s str eaming eyes agonizingly 
towards h is father, his whole face quivering, (the father) 
was so horrified that for a moment he could not speak. He 
was horrified to see Stephen reduced so low -- a t the posi-
tion in which he found himself, absolute arbiter over another 
' human being, a being who had no recourse, no appeal from his 
decisions . It was indecent --- it sinned against human dig-
nity, bot h his and the child's --. '' ( 1 ) He reassures Steph-
en and "found the child's relief shocking . It made him 
sick to think what a dread must have preceded it, what a 
fathomless blackness of uncertainty in Stephen 's life it 
must represent --- so that had oeen at t he bottom of Steph-
en ' s fierceness and badness in those las t days ---. So it 
had been black --- despair which had fi l led the chil d 's 
heart and not merely an unexplicable desire to make troubl e 
--- how far. off the track they had been t The conception of 
t r ying to understand Stephen 's point of view had been remote 
~rom their minds . What a ghastly thing to have sensitive 
hel pl ess human beings absolutely in the power of other human 
be1ngs1 That •a what it is to be a parent1"( 2) 
The happi ness of children is as clearly described, 
{1) 11 The Home- Maker" 
(2) Ibid 
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"once outside the school, life ran free and full. They 
lived for pl ay . There were interruptions of course and not 
onl y classroom hours . Prec ious time had to be was t ed on 
a few light household tasks assigned to them, or, worst of 
all before the piano . Such intervals were endured wit h 
forced res ignat ions. They were in love with games --- mys-
tics of play. They had more games to play than there was 
time for, because --- they wearied not of familiar joys . 
~~en they had run through all the ones they knew, they 
started over again with as sharp-toothed an appet i te as 
though they had jus t begun."(l) 
The hunger of chil dren , so very real to t hem, is 
amusing ly told, "Then she was pierced with an arrow of hun-
ger, terrible, devouring starvationt Why was it that she 
was a l ways so much hungrier just as s he got out of school , 
than ever at meal times? She did hope this wouldn't be one 
of those awful days --- the cookie jar was emptyl She went 
to the kitchen door . Nobody was t he re. She lifted the ol d 
cracked plate kept on it for a cover . Oh - it was full 1 
And raisins in t hem1 The water r an into her mouth in little 
gushes . Oh my, how good and cracklesome they lookedt And 
how beautifUlly the sugar s prinkled on them would gri t 
against your teeth as you ate it t She put her hand i n and 
touched one • . She took hold of one and stood perfectl y still. 
She could take it j ust as easy1 Nobody woul d mis s it, with 
{ 1) 11The Home- Maker" 
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the jar so full . The wat er of desire was at the very corn-
e rs of her mouth now. She fel t her i ns i des surging up and 
down in longing ."(l) The memory of her mother restrains 
her and s he waits in agony of suspense until somebody of-
fered them to her . Then back at the cookie jar, 11 She l i ft-
ed the cracked pl ate again --- But ohl how different l y she 
did feel n owt and she had a shock of pure, al most s olemn, 
ha ppiness at t he sight of t he cookies. Three or four Aunt 
Hetty had said t As if anybody would take three i f he was 
let t o have four 1 ,Nhich ones had the mos t r a isins . She 
knew of cou rse it wasn't so ver y nice to pick and choose 
tha t way, but she knew mother would l e t her, only just laugh 
a litt le and . say it was a pi ty to be eight years o l d if vou 
couldn't be a little greedy. Oh how happy she was t How 
light she f el t . How she f l oated back upstairs1"(2) In this 
delightful way Mrs. Fisher teaches k indness and tolerance 
when dealing with children for a resul t which will convince 
the child of your l ove and j ustice and gui de them even 
when out of s ight of the parent. 
Tha t feeling of security connected with the home 
is necessary for children is suggested through one child's 
thoughts on arriving h ome to the mother, "At the sight of 
her , Elly's heart filled and b rightened. Her busy busy 
thoughts stopped for t he first time t hat day. She felt as 
you do when you have been rowing a boat a long time and fin-
{1) "The Bri rrming Cup" 
(2) Ibid. 
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ally, almost where you want to go, you stop and let her 
slide in on her oivn movement, quiet and soft and smooth, and 
reach out your hand to take hol d of the landing pl ace . Elly 
reached out her arm and put it around Mother 's neck. She 
stood perfectly quiet. There wasn ' t any need to be anything 
but quiet now you ' d got where you were going. She closed 
her eyes and l aid her head on mother's soft shoulder . "(l) 
With this rare awareness of, and consideration for, 
children ' s feelings she endorsed the revolt a gainst strict 
discipline , "A new unexpected road has opened itself up - --
the possibility of regulating young people's lives so t hat 
they don't need to be spanked. Plenty of sleep, suitable 
food , suitable occupations, protection from outrageous adults 
like teasing uncl es or prying aunts, have turned the trick 
rather than any new discovery about penalties . "(2) She goes 
even further in seriously urging consideration for their 
mental lives, "Mothers should try to instinctively, constant-
ly keep fear and anger out of children's hearts , exhaustion 
from the children ' s minds . We shall have a generation with 
infinitely steadier nerves, better mental balances, and a 
surer sense of moral values when mothers of little chi ldren 
understand (as they understand now the need for clean milk 
and for dentistry) the need for activity, freedom, frequent 
changes of occupations and a calm good- natured atmosphere 
in the home, and sympathY- and underst~ding of child nature!(3 
{ 1) 11The Brimming Cup11 (2) "Much Debated Family", Woman ' s Home Companion, Sept.' 29 
(3) "Parents Do Not Realize", School Life , Nov.'25 
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In an article on the value of nursery schools she 
pictures vividly a relationship between a parent and child 
harmful to both, "The child and mother seemed to get on 
their nerves so that all that day there was friction; and 
it had ended in what would have been, if the child had been 
her size, a free - for- a ll fight, but since the mother was 
bigger and stronger, in what is known as a ' good' spanking.'' (l 
A nursery school relieves a situation of this sort and is 
also needed greatly in homes t oo crowded with ch ildr en, too 
poor, or one in which the mother is obliged to work. Mrs . 
Fisher believes, 11The change in the home was done by factor-
ies and the wage system l ong before the nursery schools. 
These schools are t r ying to make a new h ome .'' (2) 
She warns against t he standardization of children 
to a single mold, "Just let us --- try to be _a little more 
flexible in our national ideals for them. Allow them a l i ttle 
more room to be different from each other, even different 
from what we think all nice children ought to be . Isn ' t it 
possibl e that we may be making children, some children, pay 
a high price for physical dexteri t y in s ports and practical 
competence in business matters which we think so important? 
Why not scrutinize what we impose?"(~) On the same sub ject 
she suggests an alternative, " Variety in life is hard to 
achieve. Usuall y you know and associate only with t he people 
who live near you and who are like you. It is almost im-
(1) "The Babies Utopia11 , Woman's Home Companion, March'33 
(2) Ibid. (3)"As the Twig is Bent" , Good Housek'p' g ., Sept. 1 22 
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possible to reach other and different comparisons in real 
life . If your chil d is of the game playing variety he will 
probably find plenty of congenial companions wherever you 
live . But many children are not ordinary. If he is artis-
tic , or poetical, or inventive, or· mystic , or in any way 
different, the chances are that he will find few comrades. 
But you can supply him with friendly books, whi ch will speak 
his language , understand his special gifts , share his life 
with h~, and preserve him from the cold rigors of loneli-
ness . They are all there , the friends , the travels the 
backgrounds, the influences, the outlook you wish your child-
ren ha.d." (l) 
Yet Mrs . Fisher can also see the side of t he child 
who is not book- minded· and prefers work to an education, 
" It is a frightful indictment of our school s and homes , 
rather than an endorsement of factories . We ought to be 
leaping t o take advant age of the hint about the r igid book-
ishness of our schools,"( 2) In this realistic way she com-
menta on almost every phase of our entir e .educat ional sys-
tem, always testing value from the possible gain to the child-
ren. Often she comments on t he system in general, ''The s us-
picion of the child is that you are trying to teach him mere 
facts. To make him realize that you wish only to have him 
think a l i ttle about · the facts he already knows is difficul t 
because it will be his firs t experience in thinking about 
(1) li rdeal Companions for Youth11 , Pub . W., Aug . 27, 1 32 
(2) " Child Labor Amunition" , Survey, Feb. l 5, 1 29 
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facts. He has no conception t hat he i s being sen t t o school 
to possess facts as tools for mas t ering Iife ."{l) 
A well rounded pers onality needs l astin g pleasures 
for l eisure t ime . So Mrs. Fisher writes of the place of 
good music in the home life , and the estab l ishment of a l ife-
l ong t aste for and joy i n listening and participating in 
beautiful music. One child's experience descr i bes the effect, 
" In a ll the intens e l y enjoyed personal pl easure s of her later 
youth, --- she was never to know a more utter sweetness than 
t hu s to fal l asleep, the music a far- off murmur in her ear s , 
and to wake a gain to the restrained, clarified ecstasy of 
the four concerted voices ." {2) The soothing and healing 
power of music is noted, "An obliterating sponge was passed 
over Sylvia ' s memory. All the queer, uncomfortable talk, 
the unpleasant voices , t he angry or malicious eyes, the un-
kindly smil ing lips, all were washed away· out of her mind. 
The smooth, swelling current of the music was like oi l on a 
wound. " (3) 
Another outlet recommended is a llowing children 
to own pets . An exampl e is the benefi t to an adolescent 
g i rl who was l onel y , unhappy and frightened by life , "That 
year .was something t hat Matey tried in vain to push down 
into the b l ack hole in he r mind where s he kept the unbear-
able thi n gs out of sight. But t here was too much of it . I t 
(1) "Facts Versus Education", Delineator, May, 1 20 
(2) "The Bent Twi g" 
(3) Ibid. 
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rose up around her and over her head till there was no dif-
ference between her daily life and the black hole. --- Ye t 
after a heart-s ick evening of watching those faces and pre-
senting the right one herself, Matey had forgotten that there 
could exist anywhere in the world such honest eyes as those 
of Sumner (her dog) when he jumped down f rom the foot of the 
bed and came trotting to meet her. Matey always respect-
ed him greatl y as well as loving him more than she could be-
gin to say -- it was really almost terribly that she loved 
him that year. 'Oh Sumner darling1' she often whispered 
foolishly, astonished, really astonished, that he could g o 
on being himself so invincibly. The hard warm solidity of 
his living body seemed the first real thing that she had 
touched for hours . She sat soberly, holding him on her lap, 
looking deep into his eyes . ' A dog's eyes are so true, ' 
s he told herself as earnestly as though she were the first 
~erson to use t he phrase. Sumner l ay warm at her feet as 
she studied. He was part of the loosening of her inner ten-
sion as her mind began to reflect the calm certainties of 
mathematics . --- He did s omething else for her . Priscilla 
(her sister) had never thought of leaving the house at night 
but for t he owner of a dog, it was a natural part of 
the r outine of his care. It was off into another dimen-
sion that Matey stepped when, preceded by Sumner's scurrying 
little feet, his toe- nails clicking briskly on the porch 
floor, s he walked out of her home into keen starry winter 
--~F=========~~- ---
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nights, or into blaclc vel vet summer softness . Sometimes she 
stood motionless, with up-raised face, drawing long deep 
breathe, filling her lungs with new air . Sometimes she 
stretched her arms wide in the gesture of one suddenly freed 
from bonds . Her home and all that was in it sank down to 
nothingness under the steady eyes of the stars ."(l) 
For t h is difficult period in chil dren's lives 
pat~ence, tact and. wisdom is necessary. An illustration is 
a mother 's wise dealing with a self-willed young girl who 
has suffered a rather unpleasant experience . ~he asked no 
questions of the girl because, "She had always maintained 
in t heory, and now at this crisis with characteristic firm-
ness of purpose acted upon her theory, that absolutely un-
forced confidence was the only kind worth having, and t hat 
.moreover, unless some help was necessary, it might be as 
wel l for the younger generation early to acquire the strength-
ening capacity to keep its own intimate experiences to the 
privacy of its own soul, and lea.r n to digest them and feed 
upon them without the dubiously peptonizing aid of blmnder-
ing adult counsel. Syl~ia watched her mother with wonder-
ing gratitude. She wasn't going to ask1 She was going to 
let Syl via shut that ghastly recollection into the dark 
once for all. She wasn 't going by a l ook or a gesture to 
force her helplessly responsive child to give, by words, 
weight and substance to a bl ack, s hapel ess horror from which 
(1) 11The Deepening Str eam" 
II 
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Sylvia with a vivid impulse of sanity averted her eyes .'' {l) 
Later on a long walk into the country, Sylvia gains courage 
to question her mother . The mother answers honestly and un-
hesitatingly, ''Sylvia, it ' a a lie t hat men are nothing but 
sEmaual1 There ' s nothing in marriage that a good girl hon-
es tly in love with a good man need f ear. --- An:ything that ' s 
felt by decent men in l ove is felt just as truly, t hough may-
be not always so strongly by women in love . And if a woman 
doesn ' t feel that answer in her heart to what he feels - -
wh y, he's no mate for her . Anything 's better for he r than 
going on . And, Sylvia, you mustn ' t ge t the wrong i dea. Sen-
sual feeling isn ' t bad in itsel f . It's in t he world because 
we have bodies as well as minds it 's l ike the root of the 
plant . But it oughtn't t o be a very b i g part of the pl ant . 
And it must be t he root of the woman's feeling as wel l as 
the man ' s , or everything 's all wrong . " (2) Sylvia asks her 
how you can tell and her mothe r answers, "You can tell by 
the way you feel , if you don 't l ie to yourself, or let thing s 
like money or social position count . If an honest girl 
shrinks from a man instinctively, there ' s s omething not right 
sensuality is too big a part of what the man feels for her 
and look .here , Sylvia, that's not always the man ' s fault . 
Women don't real ize as t hey ought how base it is to try to 
attract men by t heir bodies, when they wear l ow- necked dres s -
es , for instance . There ' s no healthy l ife possibl e without 
(1 ) 0 The Bent Twig" 
(2) Ibid. 
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some sensual feeling between the husband and wife, but there' 
nothing in the world more awful than married lif e when it's 
·the only common ground. --- It ' s one of the responsibilities 
of men and women to help each other to meet on a high plane 
and not on a low one . And on the whol e -- heal th's the rule 
of the world on the whole, that 's the way the l ar ger num-
ber of husbands and wives, . imperfect . as they are , live to-
gether. Family life woul dn ' t be possibl e if they didn 't.tt(l ) 
Like a strong and beneficent magician she built up again and 
illuminated Sylvia's black and shattered world. "Your father 
is just as pure a man as I am a woman, and I wou l d be ashamed 
to l ook any child of mine in the face if he were not . You 
know no men who are not decent -- except two -- and those you 
did not meet in your parent ' s house . --- Syl via dear, don ' t 
let anything make you believe that there are not as many de-
cent men in the world as women, and they ' re just as decent. 
Life isn ' t worth living unless you know that-- and it's 
true. "( 2) 
With such powerful writing Mrs. Fisher gives sensibl 1 
i ntel lignet, specific advice on t he handling of almost every 
conceivabl e phase of chil d care and education. 
{ 1) "Tl).e Bent Twig11' 
(2) Ibid. 
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II B 
CHOICE 
OF 
DOROTHY CANFIELD FISHER 
. JUSTIFIED BY 
HER LIFE 
-:..._--==._L_ 
IIB 
LIFE OF DOROTHY CANFIELD FISHER 
"She fulfilled my --- earnest des ire to s ee life 
lived with amenity, with grace in every direction. "(l) 
The above quotation, written by a dear and life-
long friend of Mrs. Fisher's expresses in a few simple words 
the essence of Dorothy Canfield Fisher's personality and con-
tribution . Such a fee ling is experienced by her readers, 
but only one who has been privileged to know a person in-
timately can express the distillation of a personality so 
succinctly and appreciatively. 
In her own life Dorothy Canfield Fisher has seem-
ingly combined the most desirable things into a beautiful 
pattern. Against the complexities of early twentieth cen-
tury life (a difficult time at best, encompassing as it 
does the war years) she has actively and wisely chosen a 
way of life which, in its simplicity and fidelity to the 
natural, must necessarily be a reversion to an earlier and 
more gracious life, wisely utilizing at the same time the 
best of modern invention and culture. 
An inquiry into the creation of such a widely ad-
mired and practical solution of a universal desire is in-
valuable to all desiring assistance in molding a rich per-
sonal life of their own. 
(l) Sarah N. Cleghorn, "Three Score", p.129 
1-
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Dorothy Canfield Fisher's background is good but 
not unusual. The Canfields were early settlers in Vermont. 
Gradually, as the family g rew, they spread up and down the 
valley of the Battenkill between Manchester and Arlington. 
They are typical of our sturdy old New England stock --
shrewd, conservative, interested in public affairs, and fi~ 
believers in education. Sons displaying an intellectual 
bent were sent to the smaller New Engl and colleges. Primar-
ily a line of clergymen and professors, uninterested in mak-
in money, these graduates turned to t~e professions rather 
than to business. Dorothy's grandfather, Dr. Eli Hawley 
Canfield, was a clergyman in New York City from 1845. Her 
father, James Hulme Canfield, a graduate of Williams College, 
product of a line of college bred people, was a pure intel-
lectual. Deeply interested in education he helped shape 
the course of college life in this country by t he force of 
his powerful dynamic personality, fine public speaking voice 
and the enthusiasm of a natural born crusader. He was a 
professor at the University of Kansas when Dorothy was born 
sixty years ago. 
Her mother, Flavia Camp, also came from an old 
Vermont family. She was distinctly an individualist. She 
entered the University of Wisconsin the first year that 
womem were allowed to study there. She had considerable 
artistic talent particularly a good natural taste for color. 
Like many people of artistic gifts , she had a great deal of 
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personal charm and a wide circle of interesting and accom-
plished friends, among them the mother of Zona Gale. Typi-
cal of the wo~en of her generation, Flavia Camp, clever and 
admired, never had to undergo real discipline in the practice 
of her art, so never really learned the fundamental tech-
nique necessary for mastery of her material. Although she 
painted until her eyes gave out, and in addition wrote some 
delightful children' s books which were successful, her work 
fell. far short of what could be expected from her natural 
artisti c ability. She was probably just a victim of her gen-
eration which admired charm, but frowned on serious study 
for attractive young women. The lack in neneteenth-century 
America of reverence for excellence in the mastery of artis-
tic technique, made many a person of real artistic tempera-
ment a victim of low artistic standards. This was doubly 
true of the women of Flavia Camp's generat ion. Admired, 
r estless, bored with housekeeping, her life with the chal-
lenging logical young educator was not always harmonious. 
With t~o such original, powerful people for parents, life 
must have been illuminating to this thoughtful young girl, 
the color and warmth of the mother and the keen analytical 
. intellect of the father, unfolded together a well rounded 
world. , 
Dor othy's education in childhood was rather unusual 
for her time in that it included a year in Paris at the age 
of ten. Her mother wished to study in France so whil e she 
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worked in the studio, young Dorothy attended the French 
schools. Her passion for hard work can be traced back to 
this early training in French schools where hard work is 
taken for granted, and to the ·example of great talent not 
fully disciplined in the person of her charming, impulsive 
mother. Returning, she attended the public school at Lin-
coln, Nebraska, when her father was for four years chancel-
lor of the State University, so that she e~perienced the 
American public school system in common with most American 
young people. 
When Dorothy was sixteen her parents wisely in-
vited her to a discussion of her future education. She had 
early displayed a marked ability for playing the violi n and 
aften s ubsequent lessons acquired a respectable degree of 
proficiency. This passion for music was contrasted with an 
equally deep interest in education acquired from her. father. 
Should she continue her musical education toward the career 
of a professional musician or should she continue on through 
college and possibly eventually become an educator as her 
father w~s? A momentous decision to be considered by such 
a young girl1 After a careful weighing of her talents from 
the viewpoint of t he demands of a professional musical 
career, Dorothy expressed doubt of her capability and rather 
reluctantly chose the l ess glrunorous but surer field of ed-
ucation. So Dorothy, while very young, demonstrated her ab-
ility to honestly weigh her talents and capabilities to se-
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lect a career, rather than allowing her passion for music to 
blind her to any possible limitations that may l ater make 
real achievements impossible. This w~s a tremendously im-
portant decision in her life because later she became part-
ly deaf, which affliction makes violin playing impossible. 
After another year at school in France, she ob-
tained her Bachelor's Degree at Ohio State University while 
her father was president there, which makes her education 
primarily American. Facing life upon graduation this young 
girl began to display the qualities that have made her ad-
mired and loved. Quoting Sarah Cleghorn' s description ·of 
their first meeting, pictures her, despite her immaturity, 
as already a personality of sweetness, intelligence and grace. 
"A small figure of a sixteen-year-old girl, in a blue per-
cale dress, and wearing her hair in a pigtail. She came up 
to us wi th the naturalest sweet frank pleasure I'd ever seen, 
and from her entrance I never took my eye off her, or ceased 
to drink in the singular delightfulness of her presence ." 
Again, "It was in New York that I began to know her that I 
made the f undamental discovery that she really meant it. 
All those gracious welcoming ways, that lighted up look when 
you came in, weren't forms of politeness at all. They were 
Vermont ishly .honest and real. After I went out, she had the 
same l ook of liking for me on her face that s he had when I 
went in. 
"How does on find out a thing like that? It is 
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very simple. I saw her meet people, welcome them, and when 
they had gone, retain th·e same kind of a look for them as 
s he told me about them in the same cordial voice. She 
felt that way about old or new friends, bashful strangers, 
Arlington neighbors, children in the elevators, old gentle-
men who had known her grandfather. It was straight from 
her nature as the rich sweetness of maple sugar."(l) 
After graduation she faced, as do all children in 
profess ional, unmoneyed families, the need to train hersel f 
to earn a living . It was natural for a professor's daughter 
to think of becoming a college professor and, without any 
special conscious self-direction, she began to fit herself 
to become a professor of the Romance languages. Her father 
was at this time Librarian at Columbia University, so she 
chose Columbia for that reason. 
Because her parents had planned only to educate 
her through four years of college, Dorothy secured the pos-
ition of secretary at the Horace Mann School, the model 
school connected with Columbia University, to provide money 
for her studies. She lived with her mother and father in 
New York City in an apartment, and took over from her mother 
the managing of the family accounts and the planning of the 
meals, aided by one maid to do the heavy work. This service 
paid her board so that s he had her salary left to devote to 
her studies. By careful planning she managed college expen-
Sarah N. Cleghorn, "Three Score", P• 164-6 
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ses and had a sufficient amount left to travel to Europe . 
Each summer she w.ent to the country whose language she bad 
been studying, and improved her knowledge of the language by 
actual daily contact with the people. This meant strict 
economy and tr~velling on the cheapest possibl e boats as well 
as third class on the trains. She acquired many friends in 
foreign lands. She always went direct to one country each 
summer and lived quietly and inexpensively in a small town 
or village on as little as it would have cost her to live 
in a similar town in the United States. For example, one 
sunnner she went to Norway and stayed at a tiny inn to study 
Ibsen. From Norway she went to Antwerp on a pine freighter. 
Another summer she lived in Hanover, Germany, attending the 
German High School, a summer which cost her a ridiculously 
small sum. Nobody went to Spain those days (as people sel-
dom travel to Bulgaria now) but she and her mother went, 
her mother to study Velasquez while Dorothy studied the Span-
ish language. 
Her thesis, "Corneille and Racine in Engl and", is 
a learned discussion of the effect of seventeenth century 
French drama on eighteenth century English drama. 
Her study and travel provided the cultural back-
ground for teaching, While her work at the Horace Mann School 
contributed sound educational pr actices. · Here she had a 
golden opportunit y for a close insight into the practical 
application of the newest in educational theory on a very 
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high plane. Her sound educational phil osophy is appreciated 
and described in these words of Miss Cleghorn 's "Dor othy 
already had a deep repugnance. deeper than mine was in those 
days, to arbitr ary authority, for children who jumped the 
moment they were spoken to --- t he unqualif i ed obedience o£ 
soldiers and monks . Ahd she had, already in her twenties, 
a worki ng techni que of the opposite kind; that sympathetic 
and creative searching out o£ another's deepest wish and 
will, whi ch issues in such extraordinary s uccess in all 
sorts of human rel ationships, s o that t he successes of the 
authoritarian methods seem very shallow and transient by 
comparison. She is essentiall y a great educator --- the 
compl ete antithesis of one who trains, imparts , instructs, 
corrects, and exacts ; contact with whom is a discipline. 
If she , who s o r everes life and human natur e , had founded a 
s chool of creative education, it woul d have drawn students 
from every country on earth. Perhaps her novels have done 
more , because they have carried into family life these ideals 
of unfailing mutual r espect and flexible understanding which 
are a lso in partial practise in a f ew vision- following 
s chools ." ( l ) 
In addition to her work and study she found time 
to collaborate with Prof . George Carpenter of Col umbia in 
writing a book on Rhet oric to be used as an English text-
book. She also wrote two stories wb ich were accepted for 
(1) Sarah N. Cleghorn, "Three Score", p. 130 
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publication, as well as an article on libraries written in 
collaboration with her father. All t h is while she earned 
her independence by working during the dayl That she was 
able to accomplish so much was due to that rare synthesis 
of interests, abilities and a challeng ing vocation. This 
unusual combination can prove so fascinating to a personal-
ity that a lifetime seems too short to learn and do the mul-
titude of things which a stimul ating and congenial work can 
unfol d . Dorothy must have felt something of this fire to 
have accomplished so much in a few short years . Her deep 
respect for her work bespeaks the true humility of all who 
feel t h is same inner urge to work and create. The pleasure 
tha t is derived makes one feel that he should have to pay 
r ather than be paid for work in which he is privileged to 
share . 
This feeling was illustrated in a conversation 
held recently with Mrs . Fisher concerning an impromptu tal k 
at a tea held at the Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority house at 
Kansas University . Asked to give a talk to the girls she 
protested that she had prepared nothing . They asked her 
just to tell them what she considered the most important 
thing in life for young women. Seemingly withou t volition, 
s he answered that an occupation for which they were fitted, 
one in which they could think and grow was mo s t important . 
Marriage brings personal enrichment but a life work lasts 
when misfortune of any sort overtakes a marriage. Even if 
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lasting , an engrossing occupation make s a woman more inter-
esting , independent, br oad minded, and alive . 
Despite this deep preoccupation with her chosen 
work Dorothy did not let it blind her to everything else 
desirable in life . She was extremely fond of dancing and 
parties and was a frequent visitor at West Point with its 
live ly social l ife . She married, at the age of twenty- eight, 
John Redwood Fisher who was studying law at Columbia when 
they met . He was the son of a doctor and came from an ol d 
Philadelphia Quaker family. It was a tradition in his fam-
ily that the men study medicine or l aw as their forefathers 
had done. Highly cultured, keenly interested in literature, 
he also preferred a retiring l ife in a quiet countryside . 
There he could indulge his natural bent for the planting, 
growing and fashioning of wood; could use his knowledge of 
law in service to his fellow men by serving in public offices 
and i n the state legi slature; could have the privacy and 
solitude for the rea~ing and reflection which his nature and 
work as a critic demanded; and could continue active partic-
ipation i n outdoor sports, t his interest dating from the 
time he had been captain of the Columbia football team. 
Their choice of a l ocation for their home shows 
this r eversion from city life. Arlington, Vermont, the an-
c estral home of her family, a peaceful tiny farming town 
lying along a beautiful valley in the Green Mountains , was 
chosen as a place in which to live, love and work in an a l -
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most idyllic pastoral sett i ng . In her own words : "When I 
announced my intention of coming to Ar lington to l i ve , I wa s 
of fered a choice of two family houses - - l a r ge , dignified 
houses t hat would have taken all my time and s trength to 
l ook after even if I had servants to help me . I chose in-
stead to come her e, to this tiny cottage, to do practically 
all my own work, t o take care of my ch i l dren, and still have 
pl enty of l eisure l eft for outdoor sports and occupation, 
and for my writing. We have a l ways tried to make i t ( our 
home) the background r ather than the occupation of our busy 
1 i ve s • " ( 1 ) 
What f un t hey must have had visual i zing their home 
as they pl anned i t shoul d be after the improvements and en-
largements they wished to make, gradual ly metamorphasized 
it f r om a small r ude house to the present l ovely, rambling 
farm house which even outwardly has a personality of its own 
bespeaking comfort, warmth and hospi tal i t y . 
Her husband "was g iven by a wise father a chance to 
develop a natural taste for working in wood. Therefore this 
natural taste for working in wood has had lovel y resul ts in 
the slow reconstruction of our littl e h ome. " (2) "There were 
only a few acres to begin with which Christmas presents and 
anniversary presents of a fie l d or a piece of woods gr adual-
l y broadened; ' J ohn 's fie l d' , etc ., t hey us ed to be called; 
and the north side was a l ovely wil d ravine filled with 
{1 ) F.P . Keyes, "Home of Outstanding Ameri can Women", Better 
Homes and Gardens , Oct .' 27 , 
--==#==- ( 2-) J .-R:.-Meade, "Spr.i ng-t i me-Eilgr1mage", Ga.od Ho.usek_e_eping._~e. ' 8 
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splendid old pines. They' ve never moved away from this 
first home, but have reforested some of their hills plant-
ing fifty thousand pines in which, and in the woods above , 
are a hundred rambling paths, with foot bridges and outlooks 
to the valley below."(l ) 11A spring branch on the mountain 
side was boxed up and the water piped down to the house . 
An electric lighting plant was installed. A study entirely 
separate from t he house was built. Mr. and Mrs . Fisher 
made no effort to have the farm cultivated. They were on it 
to live and work, but not to bury themselves in agricultural 
details. The nearest approaeh to tilling the soil was the 
garden, the re-foresting ---, and the rejuve~ation of an 
ancient saw mill to work up the scrub timber . 11 (2) 
How Dorothy must have welcomed the opportunity to 
breathe deeply of the cool fragrant mountain air, to roam 
through the f ields and climb her own mountain trails, revel-
ling in the breath- taking expanses of sheer beauty spread out 
below. 11 Gunhild11 , a love story with a Norwegian setting based 
on a summer vacation spent in Norway, was published soon 
after he marriage. A rustic cabin in the sweet smelling 
pine woods was buil t part way up the mountain side , for Dor-
othy to insure solitude for her thinking and writing. The 
beauty and music of her l angua ge and descriptions of nature 
-- her trust in nature and her philosophy of molding lives 
along natural lines rather than trying to build a life op-
(1) Sarah N. Cleghor n, "Three Score", p.l2~ 
(2) Grant M. Overton, "The Women Who Make Our Novels", p.302 
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posed to nature - - must be the essence of this constant liv-
ing c l ose to and with the earth. It has given her a clear 
divination of real values and has justified her decision to 
l eave city life. The change in her writings from rather dry, 
learned, impersonal books to an analysis of warm living char-
acter studies in novel form and their wide appeal in this 
and foreign countries illustrates the fact that a perfect 
adjustment finally reached brings happiness to the individ-
ual as well as enriching society in general . 
Neither her family nor the family of her husband 
had any inherited wealth to give the young people . Both 
families of professional men, their beliefs coincided, that 
a heritage of health pl us an education were the finest pos-
sible foundation for a successful happy life. Her interest 
in children began with a close and l oving contact with her 
nephews, sons of her ol der brother, of whom she was very 
fond and who visited in the little Vermont home of the Fish-
ers . She laughingly tells how she "learned on her. nephews" 
so that her experience simplified the bringing up of her own 
boy and girl who arrived later. Marriage greatly enriched 
the life of this serious young student. She writes of her-
self at this time, " I was a complete, fulfilled, vigorous 
woman, a happy wife , a writer beginning to feel an intoxica-
ting interest in creative work, joyously awaiting the birth 
of my first chil d."(l) 
(1) " Raw Material11 
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This first chil d was a girl, bless.ed like the par-
ents, wi t h per f ect heal th. Dorothy, with her training, ex-
perience and common sense , managed the added work easil y and 
found time t o write her first important novel , "The Squirrel 
Cage" while her daughter Sarah was still an infant. The 
theme is the struggle in a young girl's mind, between the op-
posing forces of materialism and i deal ism. Into t his book 
Mrs . Fisher had written the substance of her ovm experienc e 
-- her own t h inking , decision, and resulting happiness . This 
makes t he heroine human, a natural mixture of str ong and weak 
qualities , the str ength of the teachings of her home and fam-
ily tested by the wider experiences a l l young people face as 
they start l ife with freedom to choose for t hemselves. 
The novel also was published in serial form in a 
magazine for which Dorothy r eceived the sum of two thousand 
dollars . 1'his unexpected money provided a holiday for t he 
little famil y . Dorothy's father had died and her mother, 
who had a small pension, wished to go to a warmer climate . 
With courage and faith in the future the young coupl e dec i d-
ed to use t he two t housand to accompany her to Italy , al-
t hough most youn g women wou l d not have considered l ea,Ting 
their home , least of all their country, with a t wo year old 
chil d . Dorothy, however, had no objection to economizing 
on clothes , t ransportation , and hotel accommodations, to gain 
the warm sun of Italy for her a g ing mother; and for herse l f 
and her husband the beauties of art, music and scenery which 
====#=== --===========--=================:...._ ==~ -- -
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Italy would afford. 
Luck was with her as it is with those who have 
dar ing spirits, well-trained minds and a capacity for hard 
work. While she was in New York a publisher who was an old 
friend came to see her to ask if she woul d visit a certain 
Madame Montessori in Italy, and inquire the reason she had 
neglected to send them two chapters of a book which she was 
writing on her successful new system of nursery schools. 
After her little family was settled in Italy, Mrs. 
Fisher looked up this Madame Montessori to comply with the 
request. She found her beseiged by experts from Fr ance, 
England and Germany who wished to learn about this revolu-
t ionary work among Italian children. Madame Montessori 
could speak only Italian and appealed to Mrs • .Fisher for 
aid when she learned she could speak these languages. "Al-
most every day of that winter Mrs. Fisher was at the Casa 
di Bambini looking after the translations and helping to 
entertain and to explain the Montessori system to commissions 
sent from Engl and, France and other European countr ies ."(l) 
The delay in the miss ing chapters was the result of a busy, 
active woman trying to explain her ideas and work in a me-
dium that was foreign to her . The discovery that Mrs . Fish-
er was a writer as well as a linguist made her seem a heav-
en sent gift. The chapters were finally finished and dis-
patched. Her r esulting interest and familiarity with the 
(1) Grant M. Overton, 11The Women Who Write Our Novels",p.303 
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type of work, caused both Dr. Montessori and the publishers 
to urge Mrs . Fisher to write a book in a popular vein, des-
cribing the nursery school aims and organization for the 
American public. Her engaging l ittle book "A Montessori 
Mother" is the result and attests to Mrs. Fisher 's enthus-
iasm for t his new development in education. It was publish-
ed in England, Canada and India and translated into five 
other languages. 
After a year spent in Italy Mrs. Fisher returned 
to Vermont only to be met by a resultant flood of letters 
from parents asking advice on every conceivable phase of 
child care . Up to this time parents were supposed to be , 
upon marriage , miraculously endowed with all the information 
and skills necessary to bri ng up chil dren. "A mother knows 
best" attitude forestalled any scientific approach to a 
study of the subject. Much harm was done to children, and 
even intelligent parents, r ealizing their l ack could find no 
available trustworthy source of i nformation to guide them i n 
this most important of all jobs. The evident knowledte and 
scientifically based teachings found in "A Montessori Mother" 
prompted them to r ely gratefully on Mrs. Fisher as an aut h-
ority and to write by the hundreds asking her advice. She 
attempted to answer them all, realizing their need, but the 
task became too g reat so this l ed her to compile her answers 
into a book called "Parents and Children". The scarcity of 
any reliable authority on child care made this book so popu-
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l a r that it has been transl ated into almost every l anguage , 
even Esperanto . Following the Russian Revolution t he new 
Russ ian Minister of Education asked for permission to use 
it in their training school for teachers. But this success 
came onl y after the litt l e book had weathered a storm of 
ridicule. Mrs . Fisher tells of it amusingly; "It seems im-
possible that yells of laughter and derision s hould have 
gr eeted so simple aq ·action as consulting a specialist 
thru a book about how often to feed a baby of such and such 
an age and weight , and how to prepare t he milk for a baby 
who had to be weaned i n his early months . What i n the world 
did they expect us to do , whom ought we to consul t? The 
nearest old woman, the ol der and more illiterate, the better, 
especiall y if she had borne eleven children and buried in 
infancy all but three. It is quite without personal bitter-
ness that I speak of t ha t earl y baptism of f ire , for the 
circumstances of my personal life were exceptionally fortu-
nat e in that regard.. My own mother was a nat ural born rebel, 
who to her dying day at eighty-six, detested the claillis to 
authority of t he older generation just because it was the 
older. She never r ecovered from her resentment at all the 
bad advice forced on her by ignor ant ol d women and public 
opinion when she was a ~oung mother, and used to maintain 
t hat it was onl y by t he gr a ce of God and not through any 
wisdom of hers that her children had not all l anded in in-
sane asyl ums , penitentiaries, or their graves, since she had 
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never been told a singl e useful thing about how to b ring 
t hem up, and indeed had had, as he r only guide, to do the 
opposite of what was urged upon by her g randmothers . \~en 
my babies came along she was overjoyed to watch the attack 
being made on the supremacy of ignorant ol d age and backed 
me up lustily. And on the other side I was no less fortu-
nate . My father-in-law was an enlightened doctor, with an en-
l ightened wife who had profited to the l ast degr ee by hav-
ing such a father for her child r en, s o that both my parents-
in-law- were all for study in book l ear n ing applied to babies ~ 
(1 
The popul arity of the book proved t hat i t filled a long-felt 
want. 
Ever since her marriage Mrs . Fisher had been writ-
ing and publishing s hort stories of Vermont peopl e and life 
for magazi nes. These stories were delightfully human and 
re f resh ing, and gave a sympathetic interpretation of seclud-
ed lives usuall y though t cold and hard. She collected these 
together into two volumes called "Hillsboro Peopl e " and "The 
Real Motive", which have not been surpassed by later books 
about Vermont and its natives. One revd.ewer writes, "Every 
character i s worthy a place i n the New Engl and galler y ---
Dorothy Canfield has an exquis ite gift for a sketch. What 
she sees in a fortunate moment , she can tell you with an 
eloquence which draws tears or laughter at will. Her pic-
tures are clear and heart-stirr1ng ."{2) Anothe r critic 
Chil d Study ssociation, An Ol d i merSpea s" 
Wor k of Dorothy Canfield", Boston Eveing 
~~===================-=T=r=a=n=s~c~ript, A~r=il==2=1~1=9=2=3====9F======== 
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writes "Al though Mrs . Fi~her is first of all a novelist she 
is next a s.hort story writer. To read these coll ections is 
to feel the inyigorat i ng influence of a fresh, buoyant optim-
' i ism, to catch glimpses of a generous sympathy, to come face 
to face with a democracy which in the hest sense is no res-
pector of persons , whether dif£erentiated by a ge, social con-
ditions or cul ture. The characters refl ect the author ' s many 
sided interes t s. Not l east of Mr s . Fi sher 's accompl ishments 
i s the portrayal of the expressionless New Engl and men and 
women." (l ) That these stori es are still being read and appr e-
ciated is proven by a dramatization g iven each year at Ohio 
State University on a story sel ected from "Hi l lsboro Peopl e " . 
It i s pr epared, staged and acted by a Dorothy Canfiel d Fi sher 
Club made up of girls who earn part of their expenses . 
The same year she f inished and publ ished "The Bent 
Twign which establ ished her reputation in this coutry and 
abroad as a writer of power and distinction. A critic writes 
of her, "Dorothy Canfiel d should have the .credit for being one 
of the few American novel ists of either sex who have, with a 
competent and res trained technique, that inexhaustibl e , un-
wearying and tol erant understanding of human n ature which is 
t he distinguishing mar k of firs t - rate novelists and first-
rate novel ists alone . " (2) This book marks t he beg inning of a 
seri es of novel s writ t en in the matur ity of her powers . "Her 
novels reflect her understanding of human values and univer-
(1) Blanche C. Wil llams , "our Short Story Writers" , p . 45 
(2) Elizabet h Wyckoff, "The Bookman" (from a publ isher ' s folder) 
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sal experience , s how her concerned with men, women and chil d-
ren in ordinary famil y l ife , with the hidden bitterness, hopes 
and intensities under humdrum details , and the invincibl e up-
ward thrust or growth."{l ) 
By this time Mrs . Fi sher had struck deep roots into 
Vermont soil and life . Friendships seem to grow doubl y stead-
fast in t he tranquil lity of country life . Leisure for deep J 
thinking and a slow t houghtful discussion of ideas and ideals 
tends toward a c l assification of character and a resultant 
abiding admi ration and loyal ty between friends . Such a f r ien 
ship Mrs . Fisher formed with Sarah N. Cleghorn and the two 
have published the essence of their phil osophy and relig ious 
feelings in a l i ttle book entitled "Fel low Captains" . The 
frankne s s and lack of r eticence with which the friends ex-
change thoughts on vital but sel dom voi ced feelings , makes 
this slim vol ume unique and thought- provoking. That Mrs . 
Fisher felt deeply her rich rewards from the earl y choice of 
a life in the country r ather than in a city, is evidenced by 
t his book, and a gain and again in magazine articles publ ish-
ed at this time. In stories and interviews she reiterates 
her belief in country l iving as a cure for city nerves or 
jaded city appetites . 
At this time Mr s. Fisher 's l ife must have seemed 
compl etel y fi lled -- with a comfortabl e home in sur roundings 
she loved best, a happy family gr oup and a succes s intel lect-
ual ly and materially rewarding. This happiness was r udel y 
(1 ) "Dorothy Canfield", A Biogr aphical Note, {publ isher ' sfol de ) 
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broken by the invasion of France by German t roops. Both Mr . 
and Mrs . Fisher were deeply fond of France as of a second 
homel and . Inaction was impossible to such sincere natures. 
Their second ch i l d , James Canfiel d Fi sher, was born just be-
fore the outbreak of the war . It was a question a s to what 
good a young married couple with two small children could do 
to aid a country at war. Nobody would have expected knything 
oth er than sympathy from this littl e family way off in the 
Vermont hills. 
Mr. l•,isher volunteer,ed and sailed for Fr ance immed-
iately. Dorothy waited only until the doctor gave permission 
for the baby to travel. This respite gave her t ime to finis h 
" Understood Betsy", a charmingl y tol d children's story. Then 
she packed up both her childr en, closed her home, and sail ed 
for Fr ance to offer her services to that peace-loving but now 
war-torn country . Tbis act s peaks vol umes for the quiet kind 
of loyal ty and courage that meets an emergency unquestioning-
l y , s acrificing comfort and security for unkown danger. 
One of Dorothy 's publ ishers, Henr y Holt, had a daugh 
ter who also was doing volunteer work in France . Mrs . Fisher 
visited her in Paris t o offer her services. The work was in 
a sanitarium run for r etrai ning war b l ind soldiers. Previous 
training or occupat ions had to be relinquished and new ones 
taught. Exerc ises for t heir bodies and activities for t heir 
minds had to be improvised. Many of the soldiers were young 
s tudents eager to go on with their studies but a lmost all the 
~~~==========~=====-~========================~-=-~~--===-==~======= 
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but almost all the books available were of a pious nature, 
not intended for intellectuals or students . Better reading 
material for these adult blind was necessary to empl oy their 
minds and keep them from becoming bitter f rom enforced idle-
ness. Because she was a writer the entire probl em was l eft 
in her hands . She knew nothing about books for the blind 
but times of stress br ing out unexpected qualities in all of 
us. She found an old press, located and trained workers, 
searched for suitable materials , and labored very hard to pro-
duce t he needed literature. Quoting from a letter describing 
her work, she was '•editing a magazine (for the blind) r unning 
a press, often with her own hands , getting books written for 
them; all the t ime looking out for refugees and personal cases 
which cam~ to her attention." {l ) When everything was 
running smoothly she turned it over to French peopl e to man-
age and the fact that it is still funct ioning proves that 
her work was thorough. 
Her husband was sent out, at this time, to the war 
zone , to establish a training camp for ambulance drivers . He 
was g i ven an old farm and told to prepare it for the training 
of American volunteers . Mrs. Fisher went with him to manage 
the food and improvize living and sleeping quarters for the 
men. It was a prodigious task. She collected two or three 
women to cook. Army rations were supplied consisting of 
potatoes, meat , war b read and black coffee . These she tried 
to bal ance by scouring the covntry for g r een vegetables or 
(l) Benjamin A. Heydrick, " Americans All", p . 222 
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fruits. She wrote letters hame telling of conditions and Am-
erican money was sent to purchase fruits , vege tables, cigar-
ettes and sugar . Cots and blankets supplied by the French 
army had to be cleaned as each gr oup of volunteers left for 
the front line and a new gr~up i mmediately replaced them. 
Changes came with the utmost rapidity in those tens 
days. With the entrance of the Unit ed States into the war 
the necessity for a training base ceased abruptly. Her hus-
band transferred to the American army where his command of 
the Fr ench language was invaluable. He was honored with the 
rank of captain and put in charge of the automobile repair 
service for all parts of the front . 
Dorothy was exhausted from her work at the f r ont 
and to add to her difficulties her little girl caught typhoid 
fever f rom a carrier in the war zone. A doctor prescribed 
sun and rest so Dorothy took Sarah to the Basque country in 
the s outh of France . She had been sending back to America 
articles and short stories on war scenes , and now hoped ' for 
a res pite in which to record a few of the impressions which 
were crowding her mind. Hardly had she settled in the little 
f ish ing village when the Big Berthas began bombing Paris. She 
received l etters f rom her friends there begging to be allow-
ed to send their children down to her for safety. Worried as 
she was about her own Sarah and for her husband, she could 
not refuse these anxious mothers. As soon as she took a few, 
friends of these people wrote asking if they could send more 
I 
---==-================================~~======~ 
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children . 
One afternoon as she sat in the garden talking to 
a mother who was visiting her, a telegram came for her from 
the American Red Cross headquarters in Paris. They had learn-
ed s he was caring for some ch ildren. Would s he be willing to 
organize a convalescent home for r efugee children from evac-
uated areas? Promised help by the visiting French friend , 
she wored back that she would do her best, but only children 
needing ordinary convalescent ca re should be sent as s he had 
no equipment to care for the si~k . 
The two fri ends scoured the country to find a house 
suitable for such a purpose . They rented a big empty house 
but the question of furniture seemed insurmountable as factor-
ies had been closed for three years now and the stores had 
l ong since been almost cl eaned ou~. Hardly a man was· left in 
t he villages, not to mention carpenters . Finally she found 
an old one- legged man and a young boy whom she hired to make 
furniture at top speed, for the children were to be sent very 
soon. Mrs . Fisher set her inventive mind to work on plans 
for efficient furniture . She p l anned a bed which had a s hel f 
on the footboard to hold toilet materials and beneath the 
she l f were hooks for cl othing. One piece of furniture com-
pris ing bed, bureau and c l oset all in one . 
Afte r a short period of feverish activity the house 
was in readines s and two tired women went to the station to 
greet the young charges . A shock awaited her there because, 
--
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of the fifty children sent, many were really very ill. It was 
a heart rending sight to see these pitiful children, some in 
casts, some on crutches , some even with undeveloped or wasted 
limbs who had to be carried about . Mrs. Fisher and her friend 
were overwhelmed by the sight and by the seemingly impossibl e 
job of caring adequatel y for cases needing skilled medical 
attention. She had specified chil dren who needed only the 
usual care for conval escents. She knew nothing about proper 
care for Tuberculosis1 They had no bandages , no medical sup-
plies1 All the nurses were at the front . Only one worn eld-
erl y general practitioner of medecine was left to cover a 
l arge area. 
The suffering white faces o f t he chil dren demanded 
immediate action and again Mrs. Fisher struggled with the seem-
ing l y impossible , as was necessary in those strenuous days. 
She tel egraphed the American Red Cross for blankets and medi -
L cal supplies . Basque women, friends of Mrs. Fisher, worked 
1 untf r !ngly. She drove to a mil itary hospital for tubercular 
soldiers to ask for a doctor to g ive advice and instruction 
on the type of care needed. The doctor was unabl e to take 
care of the s i ck outside of the hospital, because it was against 
military rul es but Mrs . Fisher was insistent, arguing that the 
emer gency was greater t han the rule and was so persistent that 
s he persuaded him to go . The Basque women were wonderfully 
helpful, doing every sort of work willingly. A crisis of this 
sort breaks down barriers such as religion or language and 
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everybody worked together splendidly. Six months of sunsh ine, 
pr oper di e t and care helped the children a g r eat deal . Some 
of the milder rachiti c cases r esponded miraculousl y . 
The months of tense activity, the heavy responsibil-
ity, and the heart-rendi ng nat ure of the work told on the 
spl endid heal th of the young mother . A f r iend writes of find-
ing "Dorothy 's l etter s rather panting, as if carrying a huge 
l oad of vicarious sorr ow. The wel l - known photograph taken of 
1 her at this time,--- is very sad. She was deepl y worn, and 
weigh ed l ess than ninety pounds ."( l ) The Armistice found both 
the Fishers exhausted by overwork and lack of rest as wel l as 
depressed in mind from t he ordeal which they had been through. 
Dorothy turned her work over to a French charitabl e associa-
tion an d g ratefully the littl e famil y began the journey back 
to America . Thei r wel come home must have been heartening to 
them. Let Mrs . Fisher tel l it in her own words; "When we 
reached home f rom France aft er the war, after being gone four 
years , we r ather fel t our friends and nei ghbors woul d have for-
gotten us a littl e . It was late in the evening, a col d, damp 
evening when we reached here; and in this dining r oom window 
a l i ght was burning . We came in and saw a note l yi ng on the 
table. The note tol d us there wer e baked beans and creamed 
potatoes in the oven, and appl esauce in a double boil er on the 
stove . It said, too , that our friends who wrote it had fe l t 
t hat we would, perhaps , prefer to be alone for our homecoming, 
but that they wanted to prepare a welcome for us just the same . 
~1) ~arah _N. Cleghorn, "_T}:_lree Sc_gre", h21 3 
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So there was the gleamin g light , and the hot, nourishing supperl 
1 And in the morning, when I woke up and l ooked out of my win-
dow I saw that our garden had been plowed and planted for us , 
toot Friends, real friends, don 't forget l " (l ) 
The chil dren returned speaking French f luently, and 
the three years in France had made her littl e son Jimmy into 
a perfect little French boy who shocked h is grandmother by 
his inabili ty to speak English. The young parents weren't 
disturbed because they knew that English woul d be easily ac-
quired in American schools , whil e this earl y training set a 
firm foundation for a lifelong ease in the speaking, reading 
and writing of the French l anguage. Fortunately both the 
children were still too young to have suffered any lasting 
scars from their war experiences . On the contrary they had 
gained invaluablw f r om the French expectation of hard work 
~ as a natural condition. The habit of bending their energies 
1 enthusiastically toward whatever came along, regardless of the 
: 
difficulty, gave them the same respect for and ease in accom-
plishment, that had enabled their parents to lend such invalu-
' I able assistance to Fr anc e . Self-reliance and calm under 
swiftly chang ing conditions are ingrained on the minds of even 
t he young est children who experience war conditions. 
Vermont air, rest and good food b r ought back the 
wei~ht and heal th to Mrs. Fi sher's worn body and the quiet 
and beauty was soothing to her tense nerves. Part of her 
relief came from her wri ting . She found that the vivid mov-
·' (1) F · ~ . Ke_?es, 11Homes of Outstanding Ailierican Women", _Be~te~ 
Homes and Gardens-, Oct:• 27 -
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ing sketches, collected into two books, "Home Fires in France" 
and "The Day of Gl ory'', served as an outlet for her mind, so 
crowded with innumerable impress ions crying for expression. 
These two books were rather unique in their departure from the 
usual tenor of war stories. One commentator appreciates t h is 
difference in his review of "Home Fires in Fr ance" in the fol-
l owing wor ds , "There isn't any bursting s hrapnel in i t , no 
1 heroics or medals of honor; it i s merel y full of the French 
women and some Americans who have done the steady, quiet work 
of holding l ife together until the war shoul d be over . Stead-
1ly they try to reconstruct what the Ger mans have destroyed. 
It i s the best work she has done. It and t he deeds back of 
it .u(l) Another wr ites, " I t i s a col d- hearted person who can 
r ead them even now with ~dimmed eyes . The stories are not 
artfully c onstruc ted fic tion. They are the very f l esh and 
b l ood of fact . Mrs . Fisher 's eas y mastery of the French 
tongue gave her an understanding of the strain on Fr ench moth-
ers and children which must have been almost mor e than her 
own quickly s ympathet ic heart could bear .u (2) 
After she had r ecuperated she began apparently to 
take a more objective view of t he war and began to eval uate 
resultant conditions and i deas , changed by their baptism of 
fire. A series of articles for parents, i ndicative of her 
ever- present concern for children and their education and care, 
g ives us the benefit of t his experience and deep thinki ng . 
(1) Gr ant M. Overton, "The Women 11\ho Make Our Novels" , p .299 
{2) H. E. Hersey, 11 The Work of Dorothy Canfield", Boston Even-
- i~g Tr al)s cr_: ii?_:k! April 21, 1 23 _ 
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Such quotations as , "We mi ght better jump into the river with 
our children than to let them grow up, a s we did, with no 
more strenBth and resourcefulness than our generation had in 
time of need . In political and economic ferment l et us keep 
our ideas to ourselves (they haven ' t wor ked) let them devel-
ope the intellectual str ength, courage and moral force necessa-
ry to use their own ~~nds . It has taken the war to make us 
realize the compl exity, t he intr icacy, the utter d i fficulty 
of being br other one to another even if we wish it with all 
our hears . "( l ) In a provocative article entitled "What Make s 
It iNorth~while? " she demands , "VThat is it that gives intrin-
sic value and dignity to human life? Vfhat makes a human be-
ing feel that it is worth his while to go through the labor-
ious and often painful process of living? What makes him 
of more va lue than a machine? What is it that is t he outward 
and visible sign of the deep inward truth that every hlli~an 
l 
1 being is different from every other and has something differ-
1 ent to give the world? 11 (2) And she answers as she must have 
1 reassured the blind and maimed soldiers "It is simly and 
solely the fe eling that · there is something which he can do 
better than any one else , which if he did not do it would b e 
1 left undone . " ( 3) 
11 Another ar tic l e "Peril ous Comfort" str es ses t he 
I 
necessity for teaching high standards to young peopl e ; " I f 
(1) 11 To Your Tents , 0 Istael1", belin.,M.'20 
(2) "What Makes It Worth- wh ile ?" Delin. ,Sept.' 20 
(3) I b id. 
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a parent has brought children up to a point where they recog-
nize these treasures as the real ones , he need fear for them 
no discom£ort , nor fatigue nor bitterness , nor frustration. 
The best way to ward off the disease of the fear- of- what-
people- will- think is not always to be supplied in every detail 
with just what will make peopl e envy you, but to have exper-
ienced the bracing wind of being without what people admire, 
and to have found out that it doesn 't kill you, nor e ven hurt 
you so very much." ( l ) 
The war made Mrs. Fisher scrutinize our own boasted 
f r eedom with new eyes and to find gl aring faults which she 
points to and suggests our education try to erase . "Our chil d- . 
ren must be wise enough to face that the only solution of the 
problem is entire justice to the negro •u (2) Again, "We coul.d 
produce a nation which would be ashamed to have one too lux-
urious or idl e life in its borders , as long as there is one 
starved or oppressed life left . 11 (3) As a result of these out-
standing and widely read educational articles she was honored 
by being appointed the only woman member of the vermont Board 
of Education . As a member of t his board she had done note-
worthy work be ttering rural school conditions and rural teach-
ing in Vermont . 
All of this thinking, questioning, protesting, and 
writing culminated in the production of her b t 
es novel" ( l ) ~Perilous Comf'ort II, Del in. Jl. ' 20 4) I one ~~j I~~d~he Twig is Bent~ Good Housekeeping, s .,
22 
/ 
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succeeding and seemingly bettering its predecessor - - a rich 
I 
-:¢:=---
flow of charmingly told stories about family life, which earnea 
her the admiration and affection of a world wide circle of 
J
1 
readers . One reviewer marvels, "In the twentieth century it 
11 is possible for one , before she is forty years of age, to be 
a doctor of phil osophy, master of half a dozen languages, a I, 
II 
successful novelist, story writer, wife , mother and war work-
er. Dorothy Canfield is all of these, and in addition, after 
' much travel and living abroad, she is an American of Americans . 
Her Americanism is the essence of her g reatness , and her sig-
nificance for the literature of today and tomorrow. It is the 
I foundation on which rise her achievements ." ( l ) 
I' 
,, 
II 
Her .first .novel prod1,tced during this period was "The 
Brimming Cup" closely followed by "Rough Hewn" both on the 
same hero and heroine at varying phases of their l ives . Van 
Doren writes , " ' The Brimming Cup' s ounded a deeper note than 
II any that has yet been struck. Here Dorothy Canfield had an 
admirable theme and she rose to it with power - - - · It is elo-
1! quent and passionate and, very often, wise . Rarely have a 
II mother ' s relations with her children been so subtly represent -
ed; rarely have the manners of a New Engl and township been more II 
The setting glows among the green convincingly portrayed. 
II hills and valleys, its snows and flowers . There are minor 
characters which stand out vividly in the memory, like persons 
known face to face. The atmosphere is at once tense with de-
'1 sire and spacious understanding . Though the material came 
{1) Blanche Colton Wil liams , "our Short Stor y Writers ", p . 4l 
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from an old t radition they have been heated with f ires of the 
scrutinizing mind which burn beneath the newer novelists ."(l) 
A reporter describes the Dorothy Canfield of these years to 
us, "From the deep low veranda of t he cottage a small, s oft 
haired, soft voiced woman stepped forth to meet us . A woman 
very s imply dr essed in a figured cotton gown, over which she 
had slipped a white woolen sweater, and wearing the heelless, 
rush-bottomed canvas shoes of t he Bas que country; a woman ev-
i dentl y unconcerned with the non- essentials of personal adorn-
ment, not because she despised t hem, but because her lffe was 
crowded with more impor tant interests ; a woman you woul d ha,le 
called at first glance, ' pretty', only to realize an instant 
later how i nadequate the adjective had been; a: woman at one 
and the same time cordial and r eserved; a woman of intellect, 
of power and sweetness ; a woman of true home- making instinct~( 2) 
The r ange and variety of her interests are displayed 
in "Papini ' s 'Life of Christ '", a translation f r om the Ital-
ian which attained considerable popularity and enhanced her 
reputat ion as a schol ar . nToday when Giovanni Papini , for 
years t he leader of Italian anarchists , agnostics , atheis t s, 
r e cants his heresies and r epents his blas phemies and writes 
t he gl owing s t ory of the life, death and r esurrection of the 
Christ, it is t his brilliant New hngland novelist who brings 
her linguistic gifts and her vivid style to the translation of 
amazing power and charm. Her gift fo! making a char acter sub-
stantia l finds scope here. We need always to keep in mind the 
(1) Carl Van Boren, "contemporary American Novelists",p.l74 
( 2 ) F Lp. De yes, "HQJne s Qf Outs tanding _ Ame r_;t can Women", _Better 
- Home s and Gar den-s; Oct • . ' 27 · - --
'I I 
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person who speaks as well as the divine person of whom he 
speaks. 1This complex double consciousness, .Mrs . Fisher sus-
tains without a quiver through0ut the four hundred pages . 
Her impeccable thste, her masterly command of both Italian 
and English, and her deep sympathy with the Christian story 
combine to make of this translation a unique work -- not a 
mere representation of Papini's art, but an illumination of q 
it."(l) 
Immersed in her writing as she was, she nevertheless 
subordinated her own convenience ·· to the advantage of her child-
ren. Feeling that their early excellent grounding in French 
would be lost without further practical experience in speak-
ing French daily the Fishers returned to France and put both 
children in the public schools there. After a year and a half 
abroad in France and in Switzerland she returned, satisfied 
that the children had received practice at the psychological· 
I 
time to make their speaking natural and fluent. "Raw Material" 
a collection of short stories and sketches, the type of mate-
rial · from wh ich authors draw their characters, was written 
abroad. 
On her return to America Jimmy was sent to the little 
district school at the foot of the mountain where his grand-
father had started his education. Sally entered the High 
School in Arlington. These were happy years for Mrs. Fisher. • 
Fascinated always by children and interested in making the 
(1) H. E.Hersey, 11 The Work of Dorothy Canfield", Boston Evening 
Transcript, April 21,'23 
I -
'I 
I 
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lives o~ her own as cpmplete and happy as all her intelli-
gence, vitality, and l ove could devise , she must have succeed-
ed in making an .almost ideal home . One result of these years 
is "Made - to-Order Stories", literally ordered written by her 
son Jimmy, a gay imaginative book for ch ildren. 
Mrs . ~ isher pl anned her days systematically. She 
found that she worked best by devoting four hours each day 
to creative writing, while her husband was busy with his re-
viewing and the chil dren were at school or studying. Long 
tran~uil even i ngs were enjoyed around the fire , reading poet-
ry aloud and sharing its beauties with friends . Dayl ight 
leisure hours were spent together out of doors::· as much as 
possible . Constant horseback riding, tennis in summer, and 
skating and skiing in winter, kept the family active and fit . 
Mrs. Fisher took entire car e of an ol d- fashioned garden, 
wisely planting perennial s which require little attention . 
and coul d withstand the rigors of Vermont weather. Of her 
garden she says , " I put my faith in gardening, not on my own 
vitality, 'but on that of the plants . I g ive them plenty to 
eat and drink and a slope facing the southern sun, and try 
to keep the worst of the weeds out - if I don't happen to be 
too busy when the weeds are flourishing - 11 .(1) So she wisely 
balanced her bookish life with hours working and playing in 
the air and sunlight. Refor estation provided the balance 
in Mr. Fisher 's l ife. 
(1) J. R. Meade, "springtime Pil grimage", Good Housekeeping , 
June,'38 
-----
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Mr s. Fisher acco~pl ished much i n work and play that 
many people always wish to but never find time . Besides plan-
ning her time systematicall y and choosing a des i gn for living 
that would allGw the sort of thing she desires , the secret 
is in the eli mination of things and activities that are not 
as rewarding . She answers few letters personally, accepts 
few speakipg engagements, does not go out socially much, does 
no formal enterta1_ning, and . spends a minimum of time on c l othes 
and housekeepi ng . None of us can drink deepl y of the riches 
life offers to us if we exhaust our energies and time on triv-
ialities which have us old, tired and frust r ated . Yet few 
of us have the character to resist custom and build our own 
life as this author does . 
To her closest friends in v ermont, M~s . Fisher ' s 
writings are an unending source of pride . She generousl y 
shares the joy of creating novels with them by discussing and 
reading parts to them as she writes . One friend shares with 
us this experience , " I t' s a l ways ill uminati ng to see Dor othy 
in the process of stabil izing al l she writes by her constant 
re - pinning of it fast to the common lot, to gene ric human· 
experience. Her greatest achievement, to my way of thinking, 
lies in her power to stand firml y on real isti c gr ound whil e 
at t he same t ime she pul ls a possible future r'!i.ght through 
the present. " (l) This tribute to her power of tracing char-
acter development is fol lowed by proof that Mrs . B'ishe r 
doesn ' t indulge in a weakness common to many of us , "She reads 
(1 ) Sarah N. Cl eghorn!... "Three Score", p . l32 
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aloud in a clear light voice , in a matter-of- fact manner, 
never stressing a point, never putting in a footnote , always 
l eaving her narrative to stand alone. 11 (1 ) This observation 
g i ve s r are insight into the character of the woman who can 
resist the human temptation to' further explain or elaborate 
to a present audience although it would nullify the val ue of 
any r eaction as a test of the reception of the book itsel f . 
This t rait illustrates how completely Mrs. Fisher i s the mas-
ter of hersel f and of her technique. 
All her novels i llustrate the way iri which Mrs . F'ish-
er sublimates her l ove of music, f r om the actual performance 
on the violin , which was barred from her by her deafness, to 
the pages of her novels in the form of beautiful passages 
describing the profound joy to be obtained from listening to 
or interpreting great music . 
The novel Mrs . Fisher produced at this time is , as 
her writings always seem to be, and expr ession of her devel-
opi ng and maturing phi l osophy . "The Home- Maker" r e i terates 
her power t o write a well-constructed novel, to create char-
acters who develop into int eresting, lovabl e peopl e of the 
sort we all know and admire , and to pl ace them i n family g roups 
whose relationships are humanl y liabl e to crises but whi ch are 
wisel y solved in a manner possibl e to all families and from 
which most everyone can gain some measur e of insight that may 
be used in his own personal life. As one other writer r emarks , 
(1) Sarah N. Cleghorn, 11Three Scorett, p .l32 
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"Nobody coul d single out the influences strongly affecting 
American life for the first part of t h is century without in-
cluding Dorothy's novels. They seize the write r by the hand 
and take him at once on an incursion and an excursion. Read-
ers have l earned to expect that her novels will take them a 
little farther still into their possible selves."(l) 
In addition to these qualities which had developed 
to a finished technique in " The Brimming 0up", this new novel 
d~splayed a departure from accepted views of happy home life . 
It is as if the pattern having been perfected and compl eted 
in the rich tapestry of l ife , pictur ed in "Rough Hewn" and 
11 The Brimming Cup", the author must now work out variations on 
the theme , Probably she realized that the lives she had pic-
tured, while the result of wisdom and planning (as is her own) 
do not conform to the norm and may seem too i dealistic . Hav-
in created the ideal she must prove that it can be attained 
in spite of obstacl es . Possibly this is the point where Mrs . 
Fisher 's novels acknowledge that circumstances beyond the con-
trol of individuals can twist and wreck lives and the individ-
uals finally have to accept and be g rateful for a part of 
their early dreams and ambitions . . "The Home .. Ms.ker" pic tures 
a mother, ambitious and capable, frustrated by the drudgery 
and boredom of housekeeping, a husband sensitive and beauty-
worsh i pping, working less and less successfully at figures 
whicrl he loathes , while the children suffer physical ly and 
(1) Sarah N. Cleghorn, 11 Three Score" , p .l32 
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mentally from the apathy and unhappiness which pervade the 
house . An accident forces the mother into the business world 
where she becomes increasingly successful and frees the man 
for leisure to understand and sympathetically smooth the 
troubled lives of his children and r estore the love fu"ld con-
fidence which had been so sadly lacking in their lives . The 
readjustment, however right for all concerned, is threatened 
by convention and is maintained only by a subter fuge . So a 
concession is made and newer and deeper variations are added 
to Mrs. Fisher's widening comprehension of life . 
Added proof of this deepening is the introduction 
into the story of another t h eme long dear to the heart of Mrs . 
Fisher . In magazine articles and to a l esser extent in earl-
i er books we have h ints of her concern for people who are mis-
f-it in t heir mode of life or work . The unalloyed happiness 
of her own fortunate adjustment doesn ' t b lind her to the un-
happiness and despair inherent in an uncongenial or cramping 
occupation . It isn't a maudlin pity that can not .distinguish 
between real and fancied causes of maladjustment . No one can 
long suspect that of this woman who writes, " I hate to tell 
tender souls that, when souls can' t stand their environment 
n ine times out of ten it isn ' t the environment that needs re-
novating l. " ( l ) It is the other one tenth whom she earnestly 
wants to hel p fight through to a life or occupation for which 
they are fi tt·ed . But she faces the probl em r ealistically, 
{ 1 ) 11Why Don't I Live Somewhere Else?", Amer .Mag.,Dept. 1 26 
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"Why does anybody l ike one form of life more than another? 
Because he gets more of what he likes out of it and dodge s 
more of what he doesn 't like . It's all a question of what 
suits you best, what sort of a per son you are, what sort of 
sensations you find agreeable , and which disagr eeable ones you 
can endure best . Vfuichever way you decide you will have to 
g ive up someth ing ."'( 1) 'l'hi s problem so often i gnored or scorn-
ed as a weakness, in the "Home- Maker" is given its rightful 
consideration as a very r eal cause of unhappiness . 
The secre t of the sincerity, so apparent in all Mrs . 
Fisher ' s writings and one of her str onges t appeals , is that 
s he is always sharing part of her own life , her own experiences 
or her own phil osophy with her readers as she would with her 
friends. Quoting an articl e, "Although I never used as mat-
eri a l any events in my own intimate life, I can write nothing 
if I cannot achieve very complete visualizations of the scenes ; 
which means I can write nothing at all about places , people 
or phases of life of which I do not intimatel y know down to 
the last detai l." (2) 
"Eer Son's Wife" , he r next novel is excellent proof . 
The character around whom the story is woven was suggested to 
Mrs . Fisher ' s mind by a French friend, yet the Mary Bascomb 
of the story is tryly her own cre~tion. Probabl y this book 
more than any other and certainl y more t han some of her ear-
lier ones , shows Mrs . l''isher ' s ripening mastery of technique . 
(1) "Why Don't I Live gomewhere El se?" , Amer . Mag .Sept .' 26 {2) Benjamen g. Heydrick, "Americans All", p.223 
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l1 This novel is beautifully constructed with every detail sel-
ected with care and for a definite purpos e . Admiration for 
this skill is expressed as follows~ "If one considers, for ex-
ample, the first chapter of ' Her Son's Wife ' one realizes how 
artistic and ironic a prelude it is to the orchestrated life 
1, that we meet later on. Ostensibly it composes the 1 local col-
' 
or' in which Mary Bascomb, the teacher, is interviewing i~­
grant mothers of her pupil s and in her smugness advising these 
women how to order their lives according to the austere pat-
tern of her ovm life, disciplined from without as it is , by 
t he conventional and stereotyped Puritan formul a of dignity 
and propriety. But every precept or idea i n these i nterviews 
we meet later on as a motif in the disintegrating house of 
card s that Mrs . Bascomb must surrende:r to the winds in order 
to be remade anew in the fire of her r eincarnation on a human 
plane, rebuilded structurally from within . This is. Dorothy 
Canfield's way so to make artistic use out of every selected 
j1 detail ." (l) This novel, like "The Home•Maker, s hows lives 
1 complicated by problems , but this novel is carried through 
/
1 to a hard won solution which proves a developing and enrich-
ing influence . This adds another circle to the widening r ang e j 
i 
of Mrs. Fisher' a understanding of human nature . 1 
While these l a s t two books were being written the 11 
two children were away at school. Mr . Fis her had attended the 
Friends ' Seminary in Gramercy Park, New York City . His form-
(! ) E.A.Post, "The Neo-Pur1tan1sm: o! DorothY c anrteld", Ttre 
Christian Register, Ag . 1 3~ 
II 
II 
II 
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er headmaster visited for a time at the Fisher home, and the 
two children became greatl y attached to him and interested in 
the Society of Friends . As a result both wished to continue 
their education in Quaker schools and were allowed to select 
Quaker preparatory schools . Jimmy chose historic Oa~nood 
School and Sally went to the George School preparing for 
Swarthmore College . Their i nterest in the Quaker rel igion be-
came stronger and they decided to enter Swarthmore from which 
they both later were gr aduated . 
Sally, being five years ol der than Jimmy, graduated 
first. Growing up in the Canfield and Fisher traditions of 
a heritage of good health, careful home training and a col lege 
education as being equipment necessary for a happy l ife , she 
fel t , as her mother befor e her had, that further study should 
be pursued independent of assistance from her family . That 
training , which develops initiative and resourceful ness is 
rewarding, w~s again proven by the daughter as it had been by 
the mother . When Mr . and Mrs . Fisher went from Vermont to 
attend Sally' s Commencement she proudly announced to them that· 
she had appl ied for and won a scholarship to Oxford entirely 
as a resul t of her own efforts . :Mrs. Fisher must have been 
deeply moved to have found the principles which she had preach-
ed, written and practised so tirelessly, proven so effective 
in the l ife of her own chil d because here , probably more than 
in her writings, lay the justiDication of her own life and 
dreams . At Oxford Sal ly obtained her master ' s degree, but 
I it=---=----
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more important fell in love with and married a young American 
Rhodes scholar. Paul Scott, specializing in Biology, was the 
~· son of a Professor of Biology in an American state college . 
• 
He since has obtai ned his Ph.D. at Chicago and has become the 
I 
·J head of Zoology at Wabash College. So Saily , with her hus-
band is -carrying on the educational tradition of the Canfields . 
Jimmy, meanwhile elected to continue in the tradi-
l tion of the Fisher frunily, by studying medecine. He had fal-
len in l ove with a Vassar graduate , a modern capable young 
!:1 
lady who after graduating trained herself as a nursery school 
director and is now assis tant director of a nursery school in 
Both marriages were pleasing to the 
1 
Hi ngham, Massachusetts. 
parents. Mrs . Fisher admires the courage and sanity which 
ll 
1 makes Jimmy's studying possibl e while his wife can work and 
I poth can enjoy a complete happy home l ife . 
'' All during the time her children were in school Mrs. 
II Fisher's inherent interest in educa tion was heightened by her 
effort to give the best training obtainable to her children. 
So all during this time we have the fruits of her knowledge 
l1 and study given to American parents through the medium of mag -
11 
1 azine articl es. · A study of these articles shows an, amazing-
li l y catholic breadth of interest. Following the early books 
11 on the Montessori system and on the care of very young child-
! ren we find articles on practicall y every phase of education 
1and care of chil dren. In recognition of her splendid work 
I 
' the magazine "Scholastic" made her a member of their advisory 
l . 
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board. A perusal of some of the titles will suffice to in-
aicate the range of varied subjects:- "What Price Babies?"; 
"Babies ' Utopia"; an~ article on nur sery schools ; "Parents 
Do Not Realize"; "Model City School"; "Observations on French 
Schools"; "Facts vs . Education"; "A Peep into the Educational 
Future"'; "Aren't You Gl ad You' re Not Your Grandmother?"; rr ideal 
Companions for Youth"; and " Bud on Trash" on books; "Good Girl 
II Scout"; "Are We Telling Our Chil dren Too Much?"; on sex in-
struction; ''Lo, the Poor Introvert";: "Without Benefit of' An-
cestors" about foundlings; "Motes , Beam.s and Foreigners" for 
l1 understanding between nationalities; "First Grandchild" on 
1 fine qualities underl ying the apparent sophistication of' mod-
I' ern children;: "Cinderella Among Schools"' concernipg rural ed-
ucation; "Chil d Labor Ammunition" ; "Much-debated Famil y"; "As 
the Twig is Bent" on college life; "Mel t i ng the Faculty Ice" 
on new trends in American Universities; "Learn or Perish as 
College Women"; "Chil d Cannot Grow Up Twice" a protest against 
cutting school budgets in time of depression; "Origins of Par-
I! ental Education"; "Adul t Education for Teachers";, and "Adult 
Education is t he Next Battl e". 
The last two named articles present a new and ab-
s orbing interest in Mrs . Fisher ' s l ife. No problem here of 
an active mother, -- drained of interests by the departure 
of her children, trying to continue her usefulness through 
I' her grandchildren and having it resented as interfering . Wi se 
the head which long before had guar ded against such an even-
. I 
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tuality. The Carnegie Corporation had accumulated a l arge 
amount of information on the subject of adult education. 
They were concerned with the l ack, in t he lives of many Amer-
ican peopl e , of inte~ests other than those closel y connected 
with pl easure or their work. Pl easure, of course , is trans-
itory and work under modern conditions· was yiel ding more lei-
sure and releasing men and women at an earlier a ge . Many of 
these l lves released for the first time to partake of .the 
r iches of life , were only barren and empty. 
The problem confronting the Carnegie Corporation 
was to popularize the idea of adul t education and then to g i ve 
t he people the means of pur suing whicheve r phase interested 
t hem. The contact woul d have to be made by s omeone who was 
in c l ose touch wi t h the people and who had earned their con-
fidence as well as one who had the ability to write entertain-
~~ 
ingl y . Mrs. Fisher was the ideal choice but when approached 
I, she fe l t that t hi s sort of writing was rather out of her field • 
. 1 The argument which finally persuaded her to undertake this 
work was that she would be continuing in a work which had been 
dear to the heart of her father, who had lent all his crusad-
ing energi es to the cause of educ ation. Before him her grand-
father had been a pioneer in t he work. T~ese a r guments, drawn 
from the Canfield tradition were not to be resisted. Her re-
l uctance had been partly because she had plans for a particu-
l arl y abs orbing novel which would have to be l aid aside as 
the new work threatened, by the sheer mass of material made 
'I t 
I 
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11 avail able , to crowd out all other interests for a time . 
'I I So rather rel uctantl y Mrs. Fisher began the work 
I' of reading and sort ing material, becoming more and more in-
1 terested. All thought of other books left her mind until she 
had produced "Why Stop Learning?". Of this book a coll ege 
!1 women 's magazine says , " It is a valuable survey of one of t he 
I 
j: most remarkabl e features of modern life, the comico-magnifi -
cent struggl e of the average American for more education ---
II 1 the author survey chapter by chapter, the most conspicuous 
II 
I 
I 
methods by which the adult publ ic is voluntaril y putting it-
self to school. It is a delightfully readable book, vibrant 
with the enthusiasm of generous personal ity."{l) During the 
year of work on this book the author found herself so attrac-
ted by the field that she became an active and valuabl e work-
er. She contributed another book "Learn or Perish", and was 
elected President of the American Association for Adult Edu-
cation by her grateful co-workers. She continued to contri-
I
ll bute magazine articles and has just this past year rejoiced 
with the officials at a meet ing in Washington, the occasion, 
the signing of a bill r educing postage on books thereby en-
abl ing peopl e in rural communities to buy books at a price 
within their means. 
·I 
Af'ter publishing "Why Stop Learning" Mrs. Fisher tttrrll 
ed back to novel wr itd.ng and compl eted "The Deepening Stream". 
Mrs. Fisher usually selects her titl es to indicate the theme 
of her book 
(1) Journal 
and i n 
of the 
(T rom 
this instance the deepening s ·tream is sym-
American Association of University Women. 
-- ---
a puol~sner ' s f6lder, autnor &a ate unknown· 
----
---
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"" bolic of a young girl' s growth into womanhood . This book be-
sides showing family life complicated by undercurrents also 
picture s the blighting effect that an unhappy home can have 
on the lives of children. The three children react differ-
ently, as real children mysteriously do. Mrs. Fisher draws 
on her own experience for the setting of her novel. The fam-
ily moves from one college town to another as the father ad-
vances in his profess i on. An illuminating view of faculty 
rivalries and fami l y life is g iven. The children live for a 
II time in France, the heroine marries a man from a ·:Quaker fam-
i l y and. he r husband does war work in France, repeating Mrs. 
Fisher 's own experience. ~tt1oting from a review of it, " It is 
an intense story and there is a wealth of scenes and people. 
The heartaches of childhood, the happiness of Matey's marriage, 
the anguish and quiet heroism of French war life behind the 
lines are lived through, as in life, simply a s part of the 
detai ls of the day. "(l) 
Ever since Mrs . Fisher's war work among the Basque 
people she had been writing short stpries about them. She 
I gathered these stories together into a book under the title 
I 
II 
I 
of " Basque People". The simplicity and natural ness of their 
lives in contrast to the sophistication of modern American 
lives has fascinated Mrs. Fishe r an culminated in this book . 
The Delineator11 needed a contributing editor on 
l1 child care and tra i ning . Mrs . ffisher was offered the position 
I in recognition of her outstanding qualifications as an expert 
(1) Dorothy Canfield: A Biographical Note (from a publishers 
___ -=- _ __fo~de.r..~_!;hor_unkno.vm) -H-----
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in the field . Instead of writing arti c l es she contributed 
engaging littl e stories built around some important phase of 
child life which needs the understanding of grown people. 
I, One of her latest novels is "Bonfi ;re", a story on 
l ove and marriage in the Vermont hills. The sub j ect and her 
frank handling of it borders on modern realism which proves 
that Mrs. Fisher ' s novels have never become static . Of it a 
critic writes, " In this, as in her other novels, Dorothy Can-
f1eld shows a prime virtue which i s sadly uncommon among mod-
ern writers ; her understanding of the people she writes about 
I goes so deep tl~t i t can be r ooted in r~al kindnes s, without 
I being in the s lightest degree uncritical or less probing and 
profound. 11 (1) 
At present Mrs . Fisher is hard at work in a field 
entire l y new to her. rn ~hi s departure started some twelve years 
ago with as little warning as have many of the decisive events 
of her life. One day she received a l etter f r om a person she 
had never heard of, inviting her t o become a judge in a "Book 
Cl ub" of nationwide scope which was to be formed. §he had 
never heard of such an organization, and did not like the idea 
of selecting other people's books for them, but consented to 
attend a preliminary meeting in New York, to hear more of 
the de tails of the undertaking . 
I At this meeting the five writers who were to become 
II the judges of the Book of the Month Club talked over with i~r . 
whole 
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situation in r egar d to the buying and reading of books by 
Americans. Leaders of American thought had long been troub-
l ed by the fact that in proportion to our popul ation our coun-
t r y buys fewer books than most other civilized nations . And 
it was a truism that our department stores are always crowd-
ed with customers , while our book-s tores a r e , in comparison 
with stores selling other things, a.lmost deserted . Americans 
seemed to lack the very idea of buying books . Mr• Scherman 
believed that the country coul d be interested in buying books 
t hrough a mail order system, simil ar to one t hen succeeding 
in Germany. No one , he least of all, coul d be sure of the 
success of such a n ew organizat ion as he planned, but the five 
literary people meeting with h im then were assured by him 
that he was determined to keep his attempt on a high scale 
of quality, whether it succeeded or not . His pl an was to 
have the five literary people he had s elected choose one new 
book each month which they themselves woul d like to own, ·and 
which they seriously considered 'had merit . 'l'his woul d be 
suggested as desirabl e to the subscribers to the Book Cl ub, 
but it woul d not need to be taken by them, . since a list of · 
fifteen to twenty other books were also selected as possibil-
ities for the month' s reading by those who might not care for 
t he so- called Bool{ of t he Month. The five judges sel ected. 
represented varying fie l ds of ·literature . Selected books 
were to be read and appreved by each of the judges . 
The daring and poss i ble scope and future of the pl an 
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appealed to Mrs . Fis her . She read a g reat deal anyway and 
whole thing sounded like an adventure besides bringing in a 
regular income , always a matter of interest to the free lance 
wri ter . Starting with two thousand members , the Book Club 
now numbers about one hundred and fifty thousand and has made 
America book-conscious. 
Mrs . F'i sher finds the work fascinating but it keeps 
her very busy . She has gained much informa ti.on as she reads 
on all manner of subjects, from biol ogy t o archaeol ogy. Onl y 
those books are reviewed in the monthly bul letin of the or gan-
ization which seem worth whil e to the judges . She and her 
husband read aloud to each other and enjoy disc~ssing the books! 
Mrs . Fisher values her husband ' s opinion highly . Once a month 
she goes to New York where the five judge s meet at luncheon 
for a long discussion of the books read that month. 
A late book of Mr s . Fisher ' s is a short pl ay wr i teen 
I I on the experiences her neighbors have had with tourist s who 
I have stayed at their homes. The attitude of these summer vis-
1 itors from the city toward the native country peopl e has been 
cleverly and amusingl y s atir ized. The col lection "Touris ts 
Accommodated" is popular with amateur groups because the pl ays 
are short, easily acted and pr oduced . 
The Ladies Home Journal engaged her to contr ibute 
a book col umn monthly . In the introduction Mr s . Fisher is 
described as the "One woman in America who woul d be r ight to 
conduct it . She is a novelist of distinction, sol e woman 
---
-
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1 of an important book club , a busy mother, a woman of affairs 
whose ideas have helped shape American life for a quarter of' 
• a century. " ( 1) '11hese reviews which were continued through 
two years Mrs. Fisher wrote in the friendly conversational 
style which rings true because it is natur al to her . 
Mrs. Fisher has just published a new book "Seasoned 
I Timber 11·, which has been well received by the critics and 
which stands high on the list of best sellers . During the 
time that Mrs . Fisher has been wri t ing she has been honored 
with the degree of Litt . D. by Col umbia University, University 
of' Vermont , Middlebury College, Dartmouth College, Williams 
I College, Ohio State University and Nebraska University, an 
imposing list of distinctions for any woman. Today in her 
sixtieth year, she has acquired international renown~ A critic 
in the Manchester Guardian writes of her, "She is one of the 
few Americans who , while profoundly inf luenced by her European 
experiences, and her appreciation of' many things in Europe, 
retains a full bodied Americanism of the best kind . We are 
tired of the young men and· women who are too proud to live out 
of Paris and despise the culture of New England. ~he other 
American authors who have no sense of anything outside the 
States seem rather l imited to a European. Mis s Canfield is 
happy in being abl e to appl y her European knowledge to Amer-
ican conditions; and she occupies a very remarkable positi on 
in consequence among American authors ." (Z) She r eceives l et-
{1 ) Ladies Home Journal, D.' 35 (introduction unsigned ) 
(2) Manchester Guardian, (from a publisher ' s folder, author & 
--- date unlmown)_ 
I 
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ters from readers all over the world. An exampl e qf her cos-
mopol·i tan appeal is a quotation from a Danish magazine ex-
pressing appreciation of her novels, " The contact wi th her 
books is exhilarating. I know no living author who · goes deep-
er into the human mi~d and heart , no more straight- forward, 
dependable , understanding writer . Humor, sanity, love of race 
characterize all her work, and she was born a t r ue artist by 
the gr ace of God. 11 (1 ) 
Such world- wide appreciation must be sweet to Mrs. 
1: Fisher gained as it has been by hard work and study. B11t she 
i 
II is too busy to be much concer ned with praise or tributes. 
I 
1 
Preeminently sane she continues t o work hard, l ive happil y 
in her . comfortable home , help peopl e through her understand-
I ing and wisdom, and 'remain a charming cultured American woman 
of whom it may justly be s aid by a friend: 
"She fulfilled my earnest desire to see life lived 
with amenity, with gr ace in every direction. "(2} 
{1 ) A Danish Magazine, (from a publ isher 's fol der, author & 
date unknown) 
(2) Sarah .N. Cleghorn, 11Three Score", p .l29 
-- --:-~===:..=== 
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CONCLUSION 
Years ago Dorothy Canfield Fisher received several 
l etters .from an educated German living in China, who des-
scribed her philosophy as Chinese in its simplicity and fid-
elity to nature . I have selected quotations interpreting 
Chinese thought from a recent book by a modern Chinese author, 
and used them as chapter headings t o illustrate the truth of 
his discovery. 
I believe this simplicity and fidelity to nature 
to be the essence of Dor othy Canfield Fisher 's contribution 
to modern American young women . Her patter n for life is 
beautiful, embracing as it does a happy successfyl fami l y 
11 life and a career which bas brought her fame and honor with-
cut any s acri fice of ideal s . A reviewer writing of a visit 
to her home says, " I had seen t he ' background' of a wonder-
ful woman ' s life ; and I understood why she kept herself free 
for her occupation of enriching the lives of hundreds of 
thousands of --- women all over the world . "(l) 
Her writings, besides giving practical i ntelligent 
the wisdom and c ourage which has enabled her to face ob-
stacles and win through to a joyous fulfilled life . She 
has proven t hat an intel ligent ad justment can be made to our 
mater:tal istic American life and such an adj ustment is mutu-
a l ly benefici al to the individua l and to society. 
- - =- -{4}dt. E..:Keyes-,_ - I!Homes- 0-t:ziu-ts tandtng=dtmeri can:Vlciii.en ff ;::Bat-t_~r 
Homes and Gar dens , Oct . 1 27, p . 75 
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